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Editor's Page

arst caves are unique repositories for various forms
of paleoclimatic information, being well protected
from destructive processes acting on the surface. Climate varies on all timescales, from years to decades to millennia to millions of years. Over the past few years, the great
importance of annually banded archives (e.g., calcite laminae,
ice deposits, and clay sediments) in extremely detailed investigations of climatic and paleoenvironment change has become absolutely clear.

K

In February 2004 the "Emil Racovita" Institute ofSpeleology
and the "Babe~-Bolyai" University in Cluj sponsored a fourday meeting (151 International Workshop on Ice Caves - IWICI), based at Capu~ and Scari~oara Ice Cave, to review current
advances in ice cave studies and to share approaches and
techniques applied to the different archives. A total of thirty
presentations were organized into oral and poster sessions
focusing on various aspects related to perennial ice accumulated in caves.
Despite the best efforts of all those involved in its production,
publication of this issue of Theoretical and Applied Karstology
has lagged significantly behind its cover date. Whereas we
do not intend to give any specific explanations of, or excuse
for, this delay, we do wish to comment on two aspects . First of
all we had a difficult time in terms of identifying suitable experts to act as referees given the very narrow field of most
manuscripts. The second aspect relates to the journal standard that we want to maintain high. A large proportion of the
manuscripts being submitted for consideration on this special
issue ofTAK were weak and received adverse criticism from

reviewers and had to be returned to the authors for extensive
revisions or even rejected. Although in these days the email
service provides instantaneous communication, there were
significant delays that prevented us from publishing this issue as close to the cover date as possible.
The papers in this Special Issue of Theoretical and Applied
Karstology have three main stories to tell. The first paper, by
Luetscher & Jeannin, classifies the alpine ice cave based on
the process that ultimately led to the ice accumulation. Three
papers focus on various physical processes: Rachlewicz &
Szczucinski discuss the ice mass balance changes in a cave
from the Polish Tatra, Luetscher & Jeannin, present the role of
winter air circulation in accumulation of cave ice, and Per~oiu
summarizes the dynamics and controllers of ice speleothems
within the Scarisoara Ice Cave. The last group of papers deals
with different types of analyses and paleoclimate reconstructions based on ice cave deposits. Citterio et al. (a) describe
trends in the chemical composition, 8180, and size of the ice
crystals from an ice core. Then, Citterio et al. (b) provide a
multidisciplinary study based on various analyses from the
same ice core that was recovered from Abisso suI Margine '
dell' Alto Bregai (Italy). Kern et al. and F6rizs et al. synthesize
their stable isotope investigations carried on an ice core from
Ghetarul Focul Viu (Romania).
We would like to thank all the contributors to what was a great
and successful meeting, and the authors and reviewers of the
papers in this special issue of IWIC-I for their contribution
and patience.
Bogdan P. Onac

The group ofparticipants to IWIC-I on the high plateau ofDeoale during the field trip to Seari~oara Ice Cave.
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A process-based classification of alpine ice caves
Marc Luetscher 1,2*, & Pierre-Yves Jeannin 1
J

2Glaciology

Swiss Institute for Speleology and Karstology (SISKA), CH-23()1 La Challx-de-Fonds.

and Geomorphodynamics Group, Geography Department, University of Zurich. Switzerland.

Abstract
A short historical outlook provides a general overview of the processes at the origin of ice caves. A classification based on two criteria is
proposed: (I) the cave air dynamics enables differentiation between cases where thermal trapping is at the origin of the ice (static ice cave)
from those where a cold thermal anomaly is induced by a chimney effect (dynamic ice cave) and, (2) the type of ice enables one to
distinguish endogenic ice caves (congelation ice) from exogenic ice caves (accumulation and transformation of snow). The intermediate
types being frequent, the suggested classification consists of nine classes covering most ice caves of temperate regions.
Keywords: ice cave, definition, classification, cave climatology, cave glaciology.

Une classification des glacieres alpines basee sur des criteres climatologiques et
glaciologiques
Resume
Un aperpi historique et un sllrvol des processus a I 'origine des glacieres permet de proposer lin e classification selon dellx criteres: (I) La dynamiqlle de I 'air de la grotte distinglle les cas oil un piege thermique (glaciere statique) est a I 'origine de la g laciere des cas oil un effet cheminee cree line anomalie thermiqll efroide (glaciere dynamiqlle) : (2) Le type de glace permet de distinguer les glacieres endogeniqlles (glace de congelation) des glacieres exogeniques (accllmlilation et transformation de neige).
Les cas intermediaires etant frequents, la classificat ion proposee contient nellf classes cOllvrant la majorite des glacieres sitllees
en regions temperees .

Mots-des : glaciere, definition , classification, climatologie sOllterraine, glaciologie sOllterraine.

Introduction
Since subsurface ice patterns (i.e .. in caves) were first mentioned, a specific vocabulary has emerged in the common language . This highly descriptive terminology (e.g., Creux de
glace, Schnee loch, freezing cavern, etc.) has a regional value,
but the multiplicity of terms leads to a general misunderstanding in the scientific language. It is not the aim of this paper to
define or influence the regional vocabulary, but rather to define a scientific nomenclature which can be widely used and
understood.
Actually, numerous scientists investigated caves with ice and
introduced new definitions according to their respective sites
and observations. THURY (1861) first suggested a classification based on his understanding of the processes leading to the
presence of cave ice. Later, morphological studies of cave ice
led to the distinction of several ice patterns (e.g., K YRLE, 1923).

*
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However, accessibility to the early publications was limited
and investigations of the respective authors remained mostly
ignored. Therefore, noteworthy differences occurred according to the various languages. A first analysis of numerous articles published over the last several decades outlines a heterogeneous (if not contradictory) nomenclature (LuETscHER
& J EANNIN, 200 I).
Due to the increasing interest in karst records, new studies
were initiated since 1990. Most of the studies attempt to better understand the processes at the origin of subsurface ice
fillings and/or to investigate the potential paleoclimatic archives contained in massive cave ice deposits, consisting in
larger perennial firn accumulations or congelation ice (antonym: pore ice). In this context, a unification of the terminology related to subsurface ice occurrences is necessary for the
presentation of results and ideas about ice caves.
This paper aims at proposing a definition of " ice caves". It is
organized in two parts. First, a short summary of the known
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nomenclature is presented along with observed contradictions,
explained and argued in the light of recent advances in this
field of research. Then, a process-based classification of alpine ice caves is sketched, as close as possible to the existing
terminologies but reorganized in a consistent framework .

Outlook on the existing nomenclature
Definition oj "ice cave"
BALCH(1900) first outlined that in English, the term "ice cave"
is somehow misleading since the character of the content is
mentioned before the nature of the geological formation. This
author also emphasized that the term implicitly excludes mines,
tunnels, boulder talus, etc. Unfortunately, Balch's proposition
to use the French term "Glaciere" had only little success and
most of the recent English textbooks (e.g., GUNN, 2003; FORD
& WILLIAMS, 1989; BOGLI, 1980) still use the term "ice cave".
Therefore, in accordance with the First [nternational Workshop on Ice Caves (Capu~, Romania, 2004) and with the most
popular textbooks, the following definition is proposed:

"Ice caves" are rock-hosted caves containing perennial
ice or snow, or both.
f-ORD & WILLIAMS (1989) also include seasonal ice fillings in
this definition . Although this makes sense from a climatological perspective, the most common opinion is to consider only
perennial ice fillings . BOGLI (1980) would prefer to consider
snow fillings separately. Yet, it seems justified to maintain the
largest possible definition and to define more specific terms
in the classification of different types of ice caves.
According to the Cryokarst Commission of the [nternational
Union of Speleology (IUS), voids resulting from channelled
water circulations below glaciers are referred to as "glacier
caves" (e.g., SMART, 2003).

Types oj ice caves: some theoretical aspects
Cave ice has been observed and thoroughly described in numerous caves around the world (e.g. , HILL & FORTI, 1997). It
is not the aim here to provide an extensive review of ice types
found in caves, however, it should be noted that at least seven
different types have been recognized (FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989).
Table I, adapted from FORD & WILLIAMS (1989), HILL& FORTI
(1997) and YONGE(2003), lists most of these cave ice patterns
and refers to the major studies dedicated to them. According
to the existing literature and based on our own observations
cave ice mainly results from recrystallisation of snow, freezing of infiltration water (ponded ice, drip or flowstones) or
deposition of hoar frost. Furthermore, intrusive ice can be
observed in the proximity of temperate glaciers (e.g., Castleguard, FORD el at. , 1976) and extrusive ice flowers have been
described in several caves (e.g ., HILL & FORTI, 1997).

M. Llle/scher & P.-Y. ieallllill

Cave ice can be found either in permafrost or temperate regions, usually in the vicinity of cave entrances where ·temperatures are influenced by seasonal variations (heterothermic
zone). As only a few caves are known in the continuous permafrost zone, the present paper focuses on temperate regions
wherein cave ice could be described from all around the world
(e.g., MAIRE, 1990). THURY (1861) was one of the first authors
to outline the processes at the origin of low altitude cave ice
in temperate regions, which were later concisely described by
BALCH (1900). [n these regions, temperature anomalies leading to the freezing of water either result from thermal trapping due to one single entrance or from forced convection
(chimney effect) related to multiple entrances. Hence, a classification of ice caves based on cave air dynamics (CAD) criteria could be proposed. At one end of the criteria, static ice
caves are related to "cold air trap" situations and at the other
end, dynamic ice caves are related to "chimney effects".
According to THURY (1861), static ice caves are those where
summer air circulations are mostly insignificant. This situation occurs in downward sloping conduits that are closed at
the bottom. Because of density differences between cave air
and outside air, major air circulation occurs during an "open
period" (GIRARDOT & TROUILLET, 1885) corresponding mostly
to the winter season, when TOoutside<Tocavc. Although it is easy
to demonstrate that natural convection cells still subsist during the summer season, they are not relevant for energy exchange with the outside atmosphere. Therefore, cold temperatures are maintained within the cave.
[n dynamic caves, according to THURY (1861), chimney effect
is the predominant process at the origin of the cooling. It occurs in caves with two or more entrances located at different
elevations; due to pressure differences, and induced by the
density difference between cave air and outside air, significant unidirectional air circulations take place between the various entrances. Since air temperature in caves is nearly constant (e.g., WIGLEY & BROWN, 1976; CHOPPY, 1984; LISMONDE,
2002), while external temperatures vary, chimney-effect winds
reverse direction seasonally. During the winter season cold
air is sucked in at the lower entrance and enables the freezing
of infiltration water there. This results in a cold thermal
anomaly at the lower entrance. Conversely, a "warm" anomaly
can be observed at the upper entrance.
The term "statodynamic ice cave" was introduced later (for
instance, BOGLI , 1980) for caves of an intermediate type falling between the two categories described by THURY (1861).
However, several authors outlined that this classification based
on CAD does not provide any indication about the origin of the
ice. Among others, MAIRE (1980; 1990) distinguished ice caves
based on the genesis and dynamics of their ice fillings. He described three major types of cave ice: (I) intrusive glacier ice; (2)
congelation ice; and (3) tim. Unfortunately, this classification also
uses the terms static-, statodynamic- and dynamic-ice cave, initially introduced for a climatic characterisation of ice caves.
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Tab le I: Perenn ial ice occurrences in caves (adapted frol11 fORD & WILLIAMS,
7ypes de glace troll vee dans les grolles (d 'apres

FO/l/)
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1989;

1989;
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HILL & FORTI,

Fl!lm ,

1997;

1997 ;

)' O'Vi; I"

Y01\G E, 2003) .
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Literature

Icc type

Descripti on

For mati on

fi rn
(recrystalli zed snuw )

Opaq ue to blui sh, layered

e.g. MAIRE ( 1990): BINI &
AccuJl1 ul ati on of snow in cave traps
which densifi es and recrystalli zes with PELLEGRI NI ( 1998)
inli ltratio n component

Intrus ive

Mass ive ice sub liming on the Glacier ice intruded into cave passages e.g. FORD el 01.
caveward face or wit h
at the glacier/rock co ntact
hoarli'ost lormati on

Drip or Il owstone
(conge lati on ice)

Stalactites. sta lagmi tes,
11 0wstone. Polycristalline,
clear to opaq ue

f reezi ng of inti ltratio n water

Ponded ice
(conge lation ice)

CIeGr or coarse polycrysta lline ice.
Occasionall y lI'i th bubbles

C.g. MARS I-I.A. LL & BROWN ( 1974)
Static wnter that ti'eezes from the top
downward. Can incorporate infiltrati on
water nnd lallin g hoar ice

Hoar li'ost

Needl es. rosettes and
hexagonal plate crystal s up
to 0.5 m. Small , taperin g
prismati c crystals

Hum id air condensing onto cave \\'alls
be low OCC

( 1976)

e.g. RACOV IT;\ ( 1994): PULlNU\I',1
I' ULI NA ( 1972) : K YRLE ( 1923):
VI[ IIMANN 8;. RACOV ITA( 1968)

8;.

e.g. L.A.URIOL & CLARK( 1993):
WALDNER ( 1933): HAL Ll D.-\ Y
( 1966)

e.g. PULl NOIVA & [JULI NA ( 1972):
SCHROEDER ( 1977)

Ice in clasti c sed iments

Intra- part icle aggregati ons as f reezing of moist sedi men ts
irregul ar masses. lenses,
need les or soil-li ke
ext rusions

Ex trusive

Curvi ng fibrous crystals.
Supercoo led wnter force d th ro ugh
c.g. f ORD 8;. WILLI AMS ( 1989)
simi 1m to gypsu m fl owe rs up microlissures in rock be low OCC whi ch
to 20 cm long
freezes as it emerges fro m the cave
wa ll s

The suggested classification
The class ificati on suggested in this article is restri cted to caves
with mass ive ice occurrences, that is fi rn and conge lation ice
fi II ings (S IIUMSKI I, 1964), located in tem perate regions (i. e.,
'a lpine' ty pe). Caves with perenni al hoa r fros t, froze n sediments and ice extrusions are not considered here. Furth ermore,
because of the very restri cted number of known examples,
intru sive g lac ier ice is co nsidered as a separate category.
Two maj or cl ass ification systems are currently used fo r the
characterisation of ice caves. The class ifica tion based on CA D
processes, introduced at th e end of the nineteenth century,
provid es interesting elements fo r paleoc limatologica l in vestigati ons in cave ice. Therefore, it seems meaningful to keep
these aspects in the pro posed nomencl ature. Nevertheless, a

d istinction betwee n d ifferent types of cave ice prov ides morphoge netic inform at ion. Distingui shing between ' endoge ni c'
ice patterns (e.g. conge lat ion ice) and ' exogenic' ice (i. e., snow/
fi rn accumul ati ons) also prov ides useful information for thermodynam ic considerat ions.
Figure 1 suggests a synthes is of both classi fi cati ons fo r th e
di stin cti on of alpine-type ice caves. Thi s class ifi catio n is primarily based on CAD criteri a and is consistent with the terminology int roduced by THURY ( 186 1) , which is still in use in
mos t of th e Eng l ish lit e rature. I-Ie nce, the term s sta t ic ,
statodynamic and dynamic , refer to th e presence or abse nce
of fo rced convection (static for air traps and dynamic for chimney effects). A second criteri a which includes the ice formation processes ( firn accumul atio n ve rsus conge lati on ice) is
also considered, incorporating concepts fro m the French literatu re (MAIRE, 1980; 1990).
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Static cave with
congelation ice

-'-'(tJ
(,)

0)

o
o

Statodynamic cave Dynamic cave with
with congelation ice congelation ice

Static cave with
congelation ice
and fim

Statodynamic cave Dynamic cave
with congelation ice with congelation ice
and tim
and tim

Static cave
with fim

Statodynamic cave
with fim

( ,)

.!!!

(!)

Dynamic cave
with tim

Fig. I. Suggested classification of
ice caves. Two criteria are considered in thi s class ification: (I) On
the hori zo ntal ax is, cave air
dynamics di stingui shes caves
where thermal trapping is at the
ori gin of ice from those where a
cold thermal anomal y is indu ced by
the chimney eOcct; (2) On the
vertical ax is, ice types are di stingu ished between exogenic ict: (i. e .,
tim accumulation) and endogenic
ice (i.e., conge latio n ice).
Proposition de classification pOllr
les g lacieres. Dellx criteres sont
consideres: ( I) S ill' I 'axe horizontale, la dynamiqlle de I 'air sOllterrain disting lle les grolles oli la
glace se j'orme grace a lin piege
thermiqlle de celles oil I 'anomalie
thermique ji'oide reslllte d'lIn eJJet
de cheminee: (2) sur I 'axe verticale,
on distingue la glace exogeniqlle
(i.e., accumulations dejirn) de la
g lace endogeniq ue (i. e., g lace de
congelation).

Climatological criteria
Discussion

ice and not that of the water, which can vary from cave to cave
(i. e., infiltration water, phreatic water, melted snow, etc .). De-

The authors consider that a classification of ice caves based
on cave air dynamics (CAD) is meaningful for two main reasons:
I. It is close to the most widely used classification;
2. It reflects the dominating process at the origin of the
ice, which is a prerequisite for any further investigation of
such a cave.
Nevertheless, glaciological criteria must also be considered
as it enables one:
I. to determine the origin of ice and thus to better anticipate glaciochemical responses related to the type of ice;
2. to assess the contribution to the energy balance of the
Ice cave.
Simplitying the origin of massive ice into two classes (i. e.,
firn or congelation ice) could introduce some confusion. It
must be noted that this classification describes the origin of

termining the latter may be difficult to.establish in the field.
Glaciochemical signatures and crystallographic observations
should enable distinction between different origins of water
in congelation ice, but contamination due to remobilisation
after melting is still possible. Therefore, a more prec ise classification, although better trom a theoretical point of vi ew,
would be inapplicab le in reality.
Processes at the origin of the proposed cl ass ification are focused on ice caves located under temperate climates. In continuous permafrost regions, below th e active layer (superficiallayer above permafrost which thaws during summer), ice
in caves is rather a rare phenomenon due to the absence of
water (e.g., CIRY, 1962). However, seasonal air circulations
are possible leading to the freezing of hoar frost. Conversely
to temperate regions, the deposition of hoar frost is not related to the presence of cold temperature anomalies but rather
to the possible presence of «warm» and humid air circulations. This positive anomaly can occur in cases ofa chimneyeffect wind circulation in the upper entrance zone or in an
upward sloping conduit acting as a therm al trap.

A process-based classification of alpine ice caves
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Regarding paleoclimatic studies, the CAD-based classification supports the consideration of CAD in the scientific studies ~ A good understanding of ice cave processes enables one
to link the presence of cave ice to outside climatic conditions,
especially to some specific parameters (e.g., freezing index).
Also, the spatial distribution of ice caves can be better understood.

have been preserved in cave sediments, making it possible to
reconstruct the past di stribution of ice caves, which is an interesting potential for paleoclimatic reconstructions. Therefore , even former or seasonal ice caves can be interesting and
should be documented. The proposed classification could be
expanded further in order to include this temporal aspect of
ice caves.

Moreover, seasonal ice fillings are not considered yet in this
classification in accordance with the opinion of several icecave scientists. Nevertheless, it is easy to demonstrate that
the processes at the origin of seasonal ice patterns remain the
same as those at the origin of perennial cave ice. The only
difference is that the overall energy balance is positive, leading to the melting of ice. This situation results either from the
implicit morphologica l characteri stics of the cave or its surroundings but can also be induced by the effect of regional
climate. Considering climate changes during the Holocene, it
can be estimated that the minimal elevation of ice caves rose
several hundred metres during this period . This means that
seasonal ice caves and even caves wi thout ice may have been
real ice caves in the past. Signatures of pal eo-ice fillings might

Although this cl ass ification has demonstrated its limits, it is
believed to be a first step towards a terminology of ice caves
common to all scientists involved in this field of research.
Further di scussions will certainly help to improve this proposition.
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Seasonal, annual and decadal ice mass balance
changes in the ice cave Jaskinia Lodowa w
Ciemniaku, the Tatra Mountains, Poland
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Abstract
.I askin ia Lodowa w Ciemni aku (lce Cave in Ciemni ak) is located in the Western Tatra Mountain s (Tatry Zachod ni e) and it hosts the largest
with seasonal and diurnal vari atio ns of ai r temperature. The mass balance of ice body was investi gated on monthl y, annua l and decadal sca le
through a set of detailed measurements of ice geometry performed during 2000- 2004 years and in compari son wit h ex isting older data. The
nature of recent perennial ice changes was detennined through temperature measurements and seasonal ice surface observations. In general the
ice mass reveals negati ve mass balance, however melting is not continuous throughout the year. The largest lowering of ice surface :vas
observed in summer, due to melt ing, and in v,inter (w hen temperatures were well below zero) on accou nt of sublimati on. The increase in ice
vo lume was observed in springtime when percolating wate r was available and the temperat ure was slightl y below zero. In the balance year
3
2000- 2001 , 37.8 m of ice was lost and in 200 1-2002 as much as 53.2 n{ During the su bsequent period, 2002-2004. the average negati ve
3
mass balance was even of abou t 66.8 m • Comparison between the detail geodetic survey in 2002 and published data from 1986 reveals that
3
the averaged annual ice vo lume lost was 36.6 m y-I, slightly less than recently. The confron tati on of reported ice mass geometries in 1922,
3
1950 and 1986 allows to esti mate averaged annual ice mass loss in the period 1922-1 950 as 23.0 m / and, during the time-period 1950- 1986
3
as 24 .8 m y"1. It clearly shows that ice mass losses we re significantly higher in the last decade.
Keywords: perennial ice in caves; ice mass balance; sublimation; th e Tatra Mountain s; Poland.

Bi/an saisonnier, annuel et decadaire des changements dans la grotte aglace Jaskinia
Lodowa w Ciemniaku, Montagnes de Tatra, Po/ogne
Resume
Jaskinia Lod01\la 1\1 Ciel11niaku (La Grolle a Glace de Cie l11niak) est sitllli e dans les Mon tagnes d ll Tatra Occiden tal (TatlY Zachodnie)
et abrite Ie p lus grand bloc souterrain de g lace p erenne de Pologne. Son entree est s itll ee a 17 15 m altitllde etle c1imat de la groll e
est cons idere de type dynal11iqlle, avec des variations saisonnieres et j Ollrn alieres de la temperatllre de I 'air. Le bilan de la masse
d ll corps de g lace a ete etudie allx echelles des mois, ann llelles et decadaires parmi lin set de mensllrations de detail de la geom etrie
de la g lace /aites entre 2000 et 2004 et par des compara isons avec les donn ees les p ills anciennes existantes. La nat lire des changemen ts recents de la g la ce perenne a ete det ermine par des mensllrations de temperatllre et par des observations saisonnieres de
la s ill/ace de la g lace. En general, la masse de g lace a revele un bilan de masse negatif. meme si la/ollte n 'es t pas cOlltinll elle dllrallt
I 'annee. Le p ill s g rand abaissement de la sill/ace de la g lace a ete observe ell ete, dli a la/onte et en hiver (q lland les temperatllres
ba issent all-dessolls de zero) dlle a la sllb lim ati on. Une allgmentati on dll voillme de glace a ete observe all printemps, en presence
de I 'ea ll de percolation e / a llx temperatllres lege rement all-dessolls de zer o. Dllrantl 'an de bilan 2000- 200 1, on a perdll 37,8 m;
de g lace, tandis qlle entre 200 1- 2002 la perte a ete de 53,2 m3 Dans la periode sllivante. 2002-2004. Ie bilan de masse moyen
negati/alleint mel11e 66,8 m 3 Une comparaison entre Ie leve geodes iq ll e de detail de 2002 et les donne es pllbliees en 1986 a releve
111e Ie voillme de g lace perdll ann ll ellement a ete de 36,6 m 3y-1. lin pellmoins qlle recemm ent. Une compara ison entre les geometries
des masses de g lace de 1922,1950 et 1986 p ennet lin e estim ation de la perte annllelle moyenne de g lace entre 1922 et1 950 de 23
mJy -1et de 24.8 mJy-1entre 1950 et 1986 delllontrant qlle la pert e de la masse de g lace a e/e d 'line maniere significati ve pills grande
dans la derniere decade.
Mots-des: glace perenne dans Ie grottes. bilan de la Inasse de g lace. sllblimation. Mon /agnes de Tatra. Pologne.

* corres pondin g author. E-mail address:grzera@a mll .edu .pl
© 2004, Editura Academiei ROlmlne. All ri ghts reserved .
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600 m above the floor ofKoscieliska Valley (one of main valleys on the northern slopes of the Tatra Mountains), in the
western slope of the Ciemniak Mountain.

Introduction
Ice caves (rock-hosted caves containing perennial ice) arouse
an exceptional attention among caves of the temperate climate
zone (RACOVITA, 2000). One of the fundamental questions concerns the genesis of perennial ice masses in caves and their
stability under modern climatic conditions. Partly the answer
can be given by mass balance studies. Net mass balance is a
sum of gains and losses of mass over an entire ice mass during a given year. So it can show us if modern conditions are
favorable for ice mass build up or degradation. Because recent global climate change has impacted almost all environments it is expected that also ice in caves has responded to it.
However mass balance is a sum of several processes like:
freezing, melting, sublimation, resublimation and their significance must be known before any further conclusions could
be drawn. Consequently, the aims of this study are twofold:
•

to estimate mass balance of perennial ice mass in laskinia Lodowa w Ciemniaku at seasonal, annual and decadal
time scales, and

•

to identifY and quantifY the processes, which dominate
ice mass balance and their relation to external factors.

Study site
In the Polish part of the Tatra Mountains (Tatry, Fig. I) which
constitute a part of the Western Carpathians, 26 ice caves are
reported (SIARZEWSKI, 1994). The largest perennial ice body is
in laskinia Lodowa w Ciernniaku (Ice Cave in Ciernniak, Fig. 2).
The entrance in the cave is located at 1715 m a.s.l., about

o

5

10

The cave was described for the first time in the 19 1h century by
OSSOWSKI (1883) and PAWLIKOWSKI (1887). Detailed measurements and research started when the cave was rediscovered
by T. and S. Zwolinski, in 1922 (ZWOLINSKI, 1923). First notes
on the ice mass extent are from ZWOLINSKI (1961). More systematic studies were conducted in 1960s and particularly in
the 1980s by numerous researchers (GRADZINSKI & WOJCIK ,
1961; RYGIELSKI & WIELlCZKO, 1988; RYGIELSKI e/ 01. , 1988 ;
RYGIELSKI et 01., 1995; and various unpublished materials in
archives of the Tatra National Park in Zakopane and in Institute of Quaternary Research in Poznan). The published studies were concentrated mostly on the cave description, climate,
the ice-body genesis, morphology and some aspects of ice
surface dynamics.
The cave has one entrance exposed to the west. The total
length of its passages is about 390 m, and c. 100 m of the main
passage developed in W- E direction is covered by perennial
ice (Fig. 2). The elevation range between utmost parts of the
cave is 42 m (with reference to the entrance: -II m and +31 m).
The ice-covered part is composed of two segments. The first
one consists of a corridor, which goes up from the entrance
through two steps and connects their flatter parts to the Upper Platform. From the latter, ice surface descends to the second segment, which is separated from it by a narrow vertical
passage which is temporary blocked by ice. It continues with
a steep Icefall, which goes down to the flat End Chamber
(this part is not accessible since the end of the 19905). The
present study is concentrated on the first, upper segment.
The chimneys located above the Upper Platform and the End

Fig. I. Location ofTatra
Mountains and location of Ice
Cave in Ciemniak and the
meteorological observatory on
the top of Kasprowy Wierch
(1925 m a.s.l.) on a simplified
map of mountain ridges in the
study area.

15 [km]
I

i....----:~;;.;.;;;.;..;.~..;.;..---1

Situation des Montagnes de
Tatra, de la Grotle a Glace de
Ciemniak et de la station
meteorologique dll sammet
Kasprowy Wierch (1925 m
altitude) sur la carte simplijiee
des cretes montagnellses de la
region etudiee.
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Fig. 2. Long profile of cave's main passage and map of its upper, glac iated part, compiled on the base of data from ZWOLINSKI (1961),
et al. (1995) and own measurements from 2002 . Black contour-lines show the ice surface in 1986, gray contour-lines in 2002.
Contour interval: 0.5 m. Key: I: ice surface; 2: ice free areas in the cave; 3: reference points for mass balance survey (R I-R II ); 4: points
of temperature measurements (TI-T2).

R VG IELSKI

Profillongiludinal de la galerie principale de la grolle el carle de la parlie superieure, Ii glace compiles Ii parlir des donnees de ZlVol.li,rSKI
(1961), R )'(JIHISKI et al. (/995) el des mesures des auIeurs failes en 2002. Les courbes de niveau ennoir monlrenl la surface de la g lace en
1986, celles en gris la sUI/ace en 2002. L 'inlervalle des courbes de niveau esl 0,5 m. Legende: I: surface de la glace; 2: zones nonglades de la grolle ; 3: poinls de reference pour Ie releve du bilan de masse (R I- RII); 4: poinls de mesure des lemperalures (T1-T2).

Chamber are more than 30 m high and serve as main pathways
of water supply from cracks and fissure systems connecting
the cave with the surface.
The cave climate is classified as dynamic and is characterized
by strong air circulation (R YGIELSKI et al., 1995). It is supposed however, that the End Chamber might hold glacial
meroclimate (temperatures below 0 0c) as a result of the complete ice blocking of the lower corridors during the last decade. The cave entrance can be seasonally blocked by snow,
which substantially changes the air circulation inside the cave.
The perennial ice body has a stratified structure consisting of
alternating layers of clean ice and ice with different types of
impurities (dust, rock debris, minerals crystallized during ice
formation (as mentioned by PULINA & PULINOWA, 1972) and

organic detritus - e.g., bat remnants such as bones or entire
frozen bodies). The volume of the ice was given by GRADZINSKI
& WOJCIK (1961) at 1500 m J , but this value seems to be significantly underestimated : Seasonal forms of ice accumulation
develop as ice stalactites and stalagmites as well as in form of
icefalls on cave walls. On the surface of perennial ice block
thermo-erosive channels of more than 0.5 m of depth are seasonally formed .

Methods
The observations and measurements were performed between
the March 3, 2000 and May 18,2002. Complementary measurements were made on August 30, 2004. The temperature was
measured every 1.5 hour with self-registering thermometers,
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between 09. I 1.200 I and 18.05.2002, at two locations (T I and
T2 on Fig. 2) at a height of about 2 m above the ice. For air
temperature analysis data from meteorological observatory
on Kasprowy Wierch (1925 m a.s.l., about 9 km to the E from
the cave entrance, Fig. I) were also used. The ice surface
elevation changes were measured in relation to eleven fixed
marks along the cave (Fig. 2). Additionally, lateral extension of
the main ice body and seasonal ice features were measured. In
the spring of2002 a detailed theodolite survey was conducted.
Mass balance was calculated on the basis of water equivalent
using fixed date system, on seasonal - annual scale based on
the marked points survey. The ice density used for computation was 0.9 I 7 g·cm- J . Decadal mass balance changes were
calculated on basis of our own geodetic survey of2002, published plans and profiles from 1986 (R YGIELSKI el aI., 1995),
1950 and 1922 (ZWOLINSKI, 196 I).

Results
Temperature record
Cave air temperatures were measured for six months (November to May - Fig. 3). During the whole time-period the temperature has never been higher than DC. The amplitude was
much bigger close to the entrance (T I - over 17°) than at the

end of the cave (T2 - 6.7°). Amplitudes were the highest when
the temperatures were the lowest. Fluctuations of air temperature were simultaneous at both measuring locations (Fig. 3) so
delay in temperature change betwee n them was not bigger
than measurement interval (1.5 hour). When approaching 0 °C
the temperatures at both locations are equal (slightly below
o0c) and do not change for longer periods (weeks).

Cave air exchange
Comparative analysis of air temperature records in the cave
and on Kasprowy Wierch (Fig. 3) reveals three kinds of reiationships. In winter, when air temperatures outside and inside
the cave were below 0 DC, their fluctuations were almost simultaneous. The temperatures of cave air were higher but they
well reflected changes observed on the surface. Good ventilation of the cave was characteristic for this period, accidentally
measured using a pressure-pipe control sensor in the range
between 0.5 and 1.5 ms -' . During late winter and spring the
situation changed. The temperatures outside the cave fluctuated around 0 DC, and one time were higher, and another lower
than cave air temperature. The variations were still well-recorded in air cave temperature but only for temperatures below 0 dc. For periods when temperatures outside the cave
were positive, the cave air temperature was stable at few degrees below 0 dc. In late spring and summer the temperatures

20 -r-------------------------------------------------------------------,

-30 -~----~------_r------~------~----~------~------~----~r_----~--~
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Fig. 3. Air temperature record for the period 09.11.200 I to 18.05.2002. TI and T2 represent cave air temperature close to the entrance
and at the end of the cave respectively (see Fig. 2). TK W - temperature recorded at Kasprowy Wierch meteorological station (1925 In
a.s.1. - for location see Fig. I).

Enregistrement de la temperature de I 'ail' entre 09.11.2001 etI8.05.2002. TI et T2 represententles temperatllres de I 'ail' dans la grolle
pres de I 'entree et, respectivement, pres du terminus (voir Fig. 2). TKW estla temperatllre enregistree ilia station meteorologiqlle de
Kasprowy Wierch (1925 m; voir Fig. I pOllr sa sitllation).

Ice mass balance in Ihe ice cave Ja.l'kinia LodOlva w Ciemniakll

outside the cave were positive. They were accompanied by a
stable temperature of about - 0. 1 DC inside the cave. The
changes in the surface temperature had no reply in cave air
ternperature, which was controlled by latent heat balance
driven by melting process . The cave air exchange rate was the
lowest during this period . During direct observations no sensible air movement was observed. Summer circulation conditions starting in late June or July were described by (R YGIELSKI
ef al. (1995) . They conclude that cold cave air is gravitationally drained out through the entrance, whereas the warmer
externa l air is sucked from the surface by the presumed fissure-chimney system .
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was calculated for two years: 2000 (03 .2000 - 03 .200 I) and for
2001 (03.2001 - 03.2002). In both years the ice mass balance
was negative - 34.66 m) and -48.83 m) of water equ iva lent for
2000 and 200 I respectively. The ice surface lowering in these
periods was in order of 15 and 30 cm in success ive years. The
average mass balance for subsequent period (05.2002-D8.2004)
was also negative: -61 .25 m) of water equ ivalent per year, and
the surface lowered by about 60 cm.

Processes participating in ice mass balance
The ice mass balance (B) in the cave can be represented by
following equatio n:

Seasonal changes in ice mass balance

(I)

According to the sequence of ice surface elevation measurements carried on in average once every three months between
March 2000 and May 2002, seasonal averaged mass balance
(Fig. 4) was calcu lated for the main perennial ice body filling
the cave. Seasonal ice formations (stal agmites, etc.) are smal l
in volume (maximum volume is estimated to be about 2 ml) and
were not in focus of the present study.
Positive averaged seasona l mass balance was observed only
in transient period between late winter and spring. In the same
season temporal ice forms were the best developed. Through
the rest of a year the mass balance was negative. The highest
values of negative mass balance were noticed in winter, when
on average as much as 0.66 ml of water equiva lent per day was
lost. Although genera lly the same trend was observed along
the entire cave, the biggest changes were observed on steep
steps and the smallest on flat ice surface.

Annual mass balance changes
Annual mass balance was calculated using fixed date system
with the beginning of March as a reference. The mass balance

where: F - increase of ice mass by freezing ; Su- resublimation;
M\ - surface melting; S - sublimation ; Mil - basal melting.
Basal melting, alth ough previously reported (R YG IELSK I et aI. ,
1995), is difficult to be estimated but it is expected to be equal
everywhere under the ice mass and insignificant in comparison with other mass balance factors (at least one order of
magnitude smaller). Reprecipitation of sublimation vapour was
observed in form of small ice crystals on the cave walls. However no evidence was found on participation of this process
in growing of main ice body. So quantitavely the process is
believed to be unimportant.
The quantification of freezing , ice melting and sublimation
participation in the ice volume changes is presented on basis
of results from 05 .200 1-D5.2002 balance year. Seasonal changes
in mass balance show good correlation with cave air temperature changes (Fig. 5) and cave ventilation. It defines periods
of domination of each of the three main processes. The increase in ice mass in spring time was attributed to the freezing
process (the period is characterized by temporarily positive

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fig. 5. Cave air temperature at site TI (close to the cave entrance) and seasonal ice mass balance (m 3/dayofwater equivalent) for the
time-period 09.11 .2001-18.05 .2002. Grey bars on the left diagram represent dominating process of mass balance.
La temperature de I 'air dans Ie point de mesure T J (pres de I 'entree de la grotte) et Ie bi/an de masse saisonnier (en m3ljour equivalent
d'eau) pour la periode 09.11.2001-18.05.2002. Les barres grises de la diagramme de gauche representent les process liS dominants dll
bi/an de masse.

temperatures outside the cave which making the percolating
water available and negative inside; the cave air exchange is
slowed in comparison to winter time). The loss of ice mass in
winter time, when temperatures inside and outside the cave
are well below zero is tied to the sublimation process (the
period of good ventilation of the cave). During the rest of the
year temperatures outside the cave are mostly positive and
those inside the cave run independently. The temperature inside the cave is relatively stable (about 0 0c) and possibly
controlled by latent heat consumption for melting. With the
assumptions presented above a simplified equation with regard to the mass balance factors for studied year is:

B = F -(Ms+S)

(2)

are more favorable for ice growth. Very severe winters are not
expected to increase ice volume, on contrary, the ice volume
decreases substantially due to sublimation.

Decadal changes in ice mass balance
Comparing the ice body morphology and longitudinal profiles
along the upper parts of the cave between years 1922 - 1950 1986 - 2002 and 2004 (Fig. 6) reveals a continuous lowering of
the ice surface. Distinct changes in ice geometry are expressed
through a disappearance of the step in the middle part of the
ice body, smoothing of near entrance ice front and apparent
backward movement of the ice steps. The ice surface in the
whole period of existing records lowered on average more
than 6 m.

Substituting measured values, the balance is:
B200 112oo2

= 19.5 - (50.2 + 23 .2) = -53 .9 [m3 w.e.]

From the solution of this equation several conclusions can be
drawn. The spring increase in the mass volume equals about
26% of total ice mass loss during the 'year (M,\. + S). The ice is
lost primarily by melting, which accounts for about 69%. However the most intensive loss of ice mass is during winter when
in less than two months about 31 % of total annual ice is lost
due to sublimation. It suggests that milder and longer winters

In terms of mass balance units, the mass loss varied for particular time intervals (Fig. 7). The decades from the 1920s until
the 1980 are characterized by moderate negative ice mass balance in the range of20-30 ml y-I which could be balanced in
particular years through ice accumulation in profitable conditions. Last two decades of the 20th century reveal accelerated
. ablation exceeding 30 m3 y-I and, as shown above by the annual values, incidentally doubling this value in the most recent times.

Ice mass balance in the ice cave }askinia Lodowa w Ciemniaku
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Discussion and conclusions
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal profiles along the ice surface in the upper
part of th e cave based on cartographic materials from years 1922
and 1950 (ZWOLINSKI , 1961), 1986 (RVGIELSKI et al. 1995) and the
authors' survey in 2002 and 2004. Profiles from years 1986 and
2002 are drawn according to contour maps (Fig. 2) acquired from
theodolite measurements.

Profils longitudinallY; Ie long de la sUI/ace de glace dans la partie
superieure de la grolte Ii partir des materiauy; cartographiqlles
realises en 1922 et 1955 (ZWOI.IN.m, 1961), 1986 (RYCi/U ..IKI et al.
1995) etles releves des auteurs de 2002 et 2004. Les profils de
1986 et 2002 sont realises Ii partir des courbes de niveau des
topographies Ii theodolite de la Figllre 2 .
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Fig. 7. Averaged ice Illass balance for 80 years period (1922-2004)
presented in water equivalent [m 3 y-I]. In total about 2250 m' of
ice was lost in this time span.

Le bi/an de masse moyen pour la periode de 80 ans (J 922-2004)
en equivalent d'eau [m 3y-1 ]. En total qllelque 2250 111 3 de glace ont
ete perdus dans ce temps.

Mass balance studies of perennial ice masses in caves oftemperate zone were published only for a few caves in the Carpathians (SILVESTRU, 1999; RACOvrrA & ONAC, 2000), Ural Mountains (ANDREICHUK & DOROFEEV, 1994), Japan (OHATA et al. ,
1994) and North America (MARSHALL & BROWN, 1974). For several others some notes exist, which mostly just notify whether
the ice mass is in degradation or not. Most of the above mentioned studies, and as documented by their authors, were done
for static ice caves. Stagnant cold air layer at the bottom of
deep karstic shaft and negative mass balance is observed there
in recent period. However in those cases the amount of ice
loss (or ice surface lowering) was usually much lower than for
laskinia Lodowa w Ciemniaku - a cave with a dynamic climate, primarily with strongly induced winter air circulation
(R YGIELSKI et aI, 1995).
The contemporary climatic conditions are indicative for the
degradation of the ice body in laskinia Lodowa w Ciemniaku.
The increasingly negative mass balance in the last 80 years
corresponds with global (HOUGHTON et aI., 2001) and local
climate warming trends. [fthe modeled future warming would
occur the total loss of the ice body would be expected in 30 40 years. Similar or even more rapid changes are expected for
some other dynamic ice caves, e.g., in the Italian Alps (BORSATO
et al., 2004).

Our continuous measurements of the cave air temperature
shows that the circulation in laskinia Lodowa w Ciemniaku is
not blocked in late winter and spring as was suggested by
previous authors (RYGIELSKI et aI., 1995). On the contrary these
periods are the most dynamic with the ice growth and also
with the biggest ice losses due to sublimation. The latter process was discussed by MAVLUDOV (1989, 1992). He postulated
that there is a strong relationship between ice evaporation
(sublimation) intensity, air humidity deficit and airflow velocity in the cave. This agrees with the data we have presented the sublimation occurred during the period with rapid temperature changes in the cave in response to the temperature fluctuations outside the cave (so with relatively high air flow rate).
The seasonal characteristic of ice mass balance also have important implications for interpretation of the stratigraphic
record of the ice body. There can be significant differences
between years in ice accumulation and degradation. Moreover they do not need to be simultaneous across the cave. It
clearly shows that ice body layering can not be simple taken
as annual strati fication.
Summarizing the following conclusions can be drawn :
•

the ice mass loss is due to melting (about 70% during the
period of observations) in summer and autumn, and in
effect of sublimation (about 30%) in winter. Increase in
ice mass is observed only at the end of winter and
beginning of spring period;

G. Rachlewicz & W. SzczlI cinski
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•

the most favorabl e conditions for ice mass growth are
when temperature outside the cave is fluctuatin g
around 0 DC, and cave air temperature is below freezing point;

•

during the last 80 years average ice mass balance was
negative and over 2200 m l of ice was lost in this period ;

•

ice mass losses were s ignificantly higher in the last
decade in comparison to earlier periods, so the perennial ice mass is not stable in modern climatic conditions.
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The role of winter air circulations for the
presence of subsurface ice accumulations: an
example from Monlesi ice cave (Switzerland)
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Abstract
3

winter season. Air ve locities measured in a known cross-section enable assessment ofa max imal air flow of more than 10m 's. The resu lting annual
heat exchange is exp ressed by the temperature difference between the air inflow and outflow. T he quantification of eva po-conden sation processes
sets the contribution of winter coolin g to the fi nal energy balance of the system.
Keywords: ice cave, cave climate, air flow, heat exc hange, energy balance, Monlesi , Sw iss Jura.

Le role des circulations d'air pour la presence d'accumulations de glace souterraine: un
exemple de la glaciere de Monlesi (Suisse)
Resume
Les recherches menees en periode hivernale dans la Glacie re de Mon lesi mellenl en evidence d 'imporlanles circlllalions d 'oil' enlre
les de llx p llils d 'enlree princ ipallx. Les vilesses de I 'air sonl mes llrees da ns line secli on co nnlle el perm ell en I d 'eslim er lin deb il
d'air de p IllS de IOmJ/s . L 'ec/lOnge de chalellr ann ll el esl exprim e par 10 difference de lemperalllre enlre lesj7l1x d 'air enlranl el
sorlanl. La qllanlificalion des processlls d 'e vapo-co ndensalion dejinil 10 conlriblllion dll refroidissemenl hivernal all bi/all energeliqll e du sysleme.
Mots-c1es: glaeiere, climal sOlllerrain, debil d 'ail; echange de ehalell/; bilan energe liqlle, Mon lesi, Jllra sllisse.

Introduction
Air circulation was recognised early on as an important factor
for heat exchanges between karst systems and outside atmosphere (e.g., BOCK, 19 13 ). Subsurface ice patterns probably
reflect their most outstanding signature. An in vesti gation of
th e caves' climatic behaviour is therefore fundamentally impOI-tant to the understandi ng of processes at the origi n of ice
caves. Also, this knowledge contributes to a better assessment of cave ice mass balance and its response to global climate change. In this way, the significance of paleoclimatological
studi es in cave ice can be better evaluated,
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Early studies of alpin e ice caves (e,g" THURY, 1861) distinguished two major climatic processes, which were soon qualitatively well described (e,g" BALCH, 1900, pp, 122- 126):
1) "cold air trap"
A cave with a sin gle entrance may act as a thermal trap (F ig.
la), Due to density differences, exchanges will be restricted
to an "open" period that co rrespo nd s more or less to th e
wi nter season (TOsurf < TOc".) in a descending conduit. In "summer" (TOsurf> TOm)' convection cells wi ll be limited to the
lower part of the cave and a stratification of the subterranean
air wi ll be observed, preserving a low temperature inside th e
cave (To,"w < Mean Annual Air Temperature, MAAT).
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A
Winter situation
TO outside

Winter situation
TO outside

Summer situation

< TO cave

<

TO cave

Summer situation

Therefore, a thermal anomaly compared to the MAAT can be
observed in both entrance zones, that is, a "cold" anomaly at
the lower entrance and a "warm" one at the upper entrance.
With the recent theoretical contributions of BADINO (1995) and
LISMONDE (2002), processes at the origin of subsurface air circulation are now physically well described. However, only
few field investigations have been conducted with the purpose of quantifying the heat transfers resulting from subsurface air circulation.

TO outside> TO cave

Fig. I Schematic behaviour of air circulation in an ice cave. (A) Cold
air trap. During winter season, when the outside temperature is
lower than the cave temperature, the light "warm" air of the cave
rises up out of the cave and is replaced by the outside colder air.
During summer season, due to density differences, cold air is trapped
in the cave and a stratification of the subterranean air is observed. (8)
Chimney effect. During winter season, when the outside temperature is lower than the cave temperature, the light "warm" air of the
cave rises up, out of the cave, and is replaced by cold air sucked into
the system at the lower entrance. This process is inverted during
summer season. As much more energy is stored in the form of ice
(latent heat) than in the rock (sensible heat), the temperature anomaly
is larger at the lower entrance.

Comportement schematique des circulatiollS d 'air dans une glaciere.
(A) Piege a air froid. Durant La saison hivernale, Lorsque la
lemperature exterieure est inferieure ala temperature de la grotte,
I 'air chaud de la grotte (moins dense) s 'echappe et se trouve remplace
/Jar de I 'air frais exterieUl: En ete, la difference de densite permet Ie
oiegeage d 'air froid et une stratification de I 'air souterrain est
observee. (8) EjJet cheminee. Durant la saison hivernale, lorsque la
temperature exterieure est inferieure ala temperature de la grotte,
I 'air chaud de la grotte (moins dense) s 'echappe et est remplace par
de I 'air frais aspire a L'entree inferieure. Ce processus est inverse
durant la periode estivale. L 'energie stockee sous forme de glace
(chaleur latente) etant plus importante que celle stockee dans la roche
(chaleur sensible), I 'anomalie de temperature est plus importante a
I 'entree inferieure.

The present research aims at conducting new field observations on air circulation in the G1aciere de Monlesi (Switzerland). Results display initial quantifications of the heat exchange induced by winter air circulation. Next to the validation and improvement of our preliminary conceptual model
(LUETSCHER et aI., 2003), this approach should contribute to a
better modelling of ice caves' distribution in a spatio-temporal
context. Actually, linking the presence of cave ice to outside
climatic parameters will provide valuable indicators of climate
fluctuations during recent centuries.

Site description
Located in the Swiss Jura Mountains (BoveressefNe, 6°35'4"
/46°56'18", 1135 m), the "Glaciere de Monlesi" is presently the
largest ice cave known in this mountain range. Early descriptions ofMonlesi were supplied by BROWNE (1865). He was the
first to observe air oscillations at the cave entrance during the
summer season. A detailed cave map by STETTLER & MONARO
(1960) and STETTLER (1971) provided new observations on the
ice filling.
Three entrance shafts lead to a large room of approximately
25 m x 45 m at a depth of 20 m below the surface (Fig. 2).
Partially filled with an important mass of congelation ice, the
lowest point of the cave can be reached at -33 m through a
large "rimaye" located on the south-western part of the "glacier". LUETSCHER & WENGER (2002) estimated the total ice volume to be about 6000 m3, but precise measurements of the ice
thickness are still lacking.
According to the general nomenclature of ice caves (LUETSCHER
& JEANNIN, this issue), Monlesi ice cave belongs to the group

of statodynamic caves with congelation ice and firn .
2) "chimney effect"

Methods

[n underground voids with several entrances, air circulation
In order to characterize the subsurface climatic regime of
occasioned by a "chimney effect" can be observed (Fig. I b).
Monlesi ice cave, cave air temperatures were monitored dur[n winter, when the outside temperature is lower than the cave
temperature, cold air wi II be sucked in at the lower entrance of ing one annual cycle. Records started on the first of July 2002
the system (driving pressure, t;.P",>O), freezing potential water and stopped on the 30,10 June 2003. Continuous logging, at
infiltrations. [n summer, when surface temperature becomes . two-hour intervals, was performed with UTL-I Miniloggers
(HOELZLE et al., 1999), previously calibrated in melting ice.
warmer than the cave temperature, the process is reversed
Furthermore, continuous logging, at one-hour intervals, was
(t;.P",<O), and warm air is sucked in at the upper entrance.
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Fig. 2. Plan view and vertical crosssections of the "G laciere de Monlesi "
adapted from Luetscher & Wenger,
2002. Air circulation during the open
period is schematised by the arrows.
Cold air drops inside the main sha ft ,
warms up in the cave and is blown
out from the two other shafts. The
position of the minilogger is mentioned by a star symbol (*).

Section

Entrance pits

/

Plan et coupes verticales de la
«Claciere de Monlesi» adaple de
Luelscher & Wenger 2002. Les
circulations d 'air durant la periode
ouverle sonl schemalisee par les
(/eches. L 'air froid gravile dans Ie
puils principal, rechazifJe la grolle el
s 'echappe par les deux QuIres pllils.
La posilion du mini/agger esl
menlionnee par une eloile (*).

ice

Plan view

20 m

Profile B

performed with a Campbell CR I OX data logger and two thermistor chains in order to acquire a good overview of the temperature distribution. The 45 "YSI 44006" sensors, spaced at
two-metre intervals, were previously calibrated in melting ice.
Final accuracy is given at ± 0. 1dc.
Next to these measurements, field observations were necessary in order to better characterize winter air circulation related to forced convection. Local natural convection cells were
neglected as they are assumed to play only a minor role in
global heat exchanges. The use of smoke sticks enabled documentation of most of the air flow patterns.
Air velocities were detennined with a digital thermoanemometer
(Testo 425) in 22 different points of the cave entrance. Data
were then integrated with its cross-section area in order to
compute the total air flow. The instrument's accuracy is given
at 0. 1 m/s and precision of the calculated air flow is estimated
at±IO%.

Evapo-condensation processes were investigated with two
mirror-type dew point hygrometers (Thygan VTP 37) placed
at each extremity of the cave room , within the air flow. Power
was supplied for both instruments by 12 V lead accumulators.
The recording interval set by the manufacturer is 10 minutes
and accuracy is given at ±0. 15°C (i.e., Hr±2%).

Results and interpretations
Climatic regime of Monlesi ice cave: chimney
effect versus cold air trap
Temperatures recorded at Monlesi ice cave during the annual
cycle 2002-2003 show two periods in which the cave air temperature displays distinct signatures (Fig. 3):
I) The first period, corresponding mostly to the winter season (November to April), is characterized by a good correlation (r2=0.91) between cave air temperature and negative
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Fig. 3. One year's temperature records acquired at Monlt!si ice cave. Two periods are outlined in which the cave air temperature displays
di stinct signatures. During winter season, a good correlation between cave air temperature and negative outside air temperature can be
observed. In Slimmer, very stable temperatures, close to
are related to the phase changes of ice such as melting.

aoe,

Chroniqlle annllelle des temperatures de I 'air a la Glaciere de Monlesi. Deux periodes pellvent etre observees, all cOllrs desqllelles la
temperatllre de la grolle possede une signatllre distincte. Durantla saison hivernale, une bonne correlation est observee entre la temperatllre
hypogee etla temperatllre negative exterieure. Durant I 'ete, les temperatures tres stables, proches de 0 0c, sont allribuables all changement
de phase de la glace (en I 'occurrence de lafonte).

outside air temperature. When the outside temperature is
lower than that of the cave atmosphere, the density difference between the two air masses leads to a chimney effect
between the entrances (Fig 2). This forced convection
occurred approximately 1150 hours during the 2002-2003
annual cycle. "Because of the cave geometry (respective
dimensions of the conduits), air flows always in the same
direction: it enters inside the cave by the larger shaft and
is blown out by the two others.
2) The second period, from May to October, shows a very stable
temperature, close to 0 dc. This almost constant value is
controlled strictly by the phase changes of ice, in this case
related to melting processes. During this period, when outside P is higher than cave P, no significant air circulations
can be observed: Monlesi ice cave acts as a thermal trap
(CHOPPY , 1986). However due to the presence of several entrance shafts, a slight oscillating draft first mentioned by
BRowNE(1865) can be observed. This phenomenon is documented by temperatures recorded at the cave entrance.
LISMONDE (200 I) attributes this characteristic to a pendulum
movement related to the presence of several entrances.
According to these observations it can be assumed that, during winter Season, air circulation within Monlesi ice cave are
controlled by a chimney effect. This behaviour enables a major heat exchange with the outside atmosphere. Unlike a usual
chimney effect, the process is not inversed during summer
season because there is no altitude difference between the

different entrances. Thus, the trapping of cold air contributes
significantly to the conservation of the cave ice.

Sensible heat exchanged by forced convection
It has been demonstrated that in forced convection, air flow is

proportional to the square root of temperature difference between the cave and the outside air:

fi:i (e.g.,

LISMONDE ,

2002). Actually, velocities measured at the cave entrance show
an excellent correlation with modelled values (reg. coeff.: 0.98,
Fig. 4). Using continuous temperature records, the total air flow
through Monlesi ice cave could be computed for the annual
cycle 2002-2003. A mean equivalent air flow during the open
period (November toApril) of about 3 mlls was determined.

Furthermore, the temperature difference between air inflow
and outflow was measured at two of the entrance pits (Fig. 5).
Therefore, the sensible heat lost by the cave through forced
convection is obtained by integrating the following relation:
ll

H

= 1t"Q" air' C "ir

. (TOil! - Till

)dt

(I)

Where: H - lost energy [W] ; QUir- specific air flow [kg/s];
heat capacity of air [J/kg]; T,,,,, - temperature of air blown
out of the cave [0C]; r;,,-temperature of air sucked into the
cave [QC].
cuir-

Role 0/winter air circulation/or the presence o/subsur/ace ice accumulations
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09.1.03

11 .1.03

T he total energy exchanged w ith outside atmosphere during
the 2002-2003 cycle is estimated to 12 MWh . Setting the (simplistic) hypothes is that the entire heat loss is attributed to ice
crystallisation, it is possible to assess the max imal seasona l
ice deposit at about 140 m] in 2002-2003 . This value is roughly
in the same order as observed in the field (- 10 cm/m 2 ). However, it must be cons idered that a part of the exchanged energy has not been transformed into ice but was stored in the
rock and in the ice. Further heat transfers related to evapocondensation processes must a lso be assumed.

13.1 .03

15.1.03

Latent heat exchange due to evap o-condensa fion
processes
Cave atmosphere in Monles i ice cave is almost at saturat ion
during the closed period , However, as illustrated on Figure 6,
air circulation considerably reduces the saturation of subsurface atmosphere by the transport of co lder (i .e., dryer) outside
air through the cave. By the way, evaporation/sub limation
processes might occur, contributing to the cooling of the cave.
These processes are illustrated in the cave by a small inso luble
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Fig. 6. Air velocities and related
cave air humidity inside Monlesi
ice cave. Ventilation episodes
transport non-saturated air into the
cave, therefore enabling evaporation
processes.
Vitesses de I 'air et humidite dans la
Glaciere de Monlesi. La convection
(orcee transporte de I 'air nonsature au sein de la cavite et
engendre de I 'evaporation.
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deposit found on the ice surface, coming from the precipitation of ions dissolved in the water. Conversely, hoar frost
deposits can be observed on the cooled substratum just after
an open period.
Unfortunately, due to technical limitations, continuous measurements of air humidity could not be assessed over a long
time period. It seems reasonable, however, to admit that some
local effects of sublimation are compensated for by the condensation that follows . These heat transfers due to phase
changes of Hp need to be investigated further.

Conclusions
Investigations carried out in Monlesi ice cave enable a better
quantification of heat exchange during the 2002-2003 annual
cycle. During this period, the maximal ice accumulation could
be estimated at 140m 3 , which is in agreement with field observations. Thus, such a value demonstrates that ice accumulation is still a contemporary phenomenon. However, a negative
mass balance could be observed during the last decade. These
observations correlate well with an increasing winter temperature (REBETEZ, 2002) and lower snow precipitations. Consequently, the hypothesis is set that under climatic conditions
like those in the nineties, Monlesi ice cave cannot present an
equilibrated energy balance.
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This study contributes to a better quantification of the energy
balance of the Monlesi ice cave. Nevertheless, it is important
to emphasize that uncertainties remain with the measured air
flow since residual air circulation towards the second entrance
pit has not been considered yet. Furthermore, no distinction
has been made between heat transfers occurring in the form of
latent heat and those occurring in the form of sensible heat.
The approach outlined in this study enables an initial approximation of the heat exchange induced by cold air circulations.
Further studies should focus on modelling cave temperature
variations with regard to outside meteorological records. Linking latent heat exchanges to this mode l will constitute the final
step in this study and should enable a reconstruction of the
mass balance of Monlesi ice cave during the last century.
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Abstract
In 1999 we selected the LoLc 1650 " Abisso sui Margine dell' Alto Bregai" ice cave to be a test site for a large number of different studies
dealing with both ice caves climatology and cave ice glaciology. To investigate the dynamics of the vegetation cover outside the cave we
constructed a local 850 years long Larix decidlla Miller growth curve. We recorded air temperatures both inside and outside the cave, and
described the surface morphology and internal structure of the fossil , stratified, clear ice deposit found at a depth of -80 m below the cave
1N
entrance. On 5 cm-thick ice samples cut from a 1.20 m-Iong ice core we determined chemical composition , 8 0 and pollen content, and
performed atmospheric dust counting. We also cut thick sections for the morphological description of fluid inclusion and thin sections for ice
fabric observations and measurements ofc-axis orientations. Most of the investigation is still ongoing and comparisons with the results from
a new 4.6 m long ice core are being carried out. In the present paper we summarize the results obtained thus far, and show that the integration
of data coming from different disciplines is the fundamental step in the study of ice caves and cave ice. We also briefly discuss some
terminological issues about various classifications common ly found in literature.
Keywords: ice caves, ice crystallography, ice chemistry, stable isotopes, lake ice, ice coring, age of cave ice, Moncodeno, Italy.

Approche multidisciplinaire dans I'etude de la grotte glaciere Lo Lc 1650
«Abisso suI margine dell'Alto Bregai)} (Lecco, Ita lie)
Resume
En 1999 nOlls avons select ionl7li la grolle LoLc 1650, «Ab isso s ill /'v/argine dell 'Alto Bregai», en tant qlle site-test pOllr lin grand
nombre d 'etlldes concernant la climatologie et la glacio logie des grolles g lacieres. POllr rechercher la dy l/amiqlle de la COl/llertllre vegetale sllperficielle, nOlls allons construitllne cOII/'be locale de croissance de Larix decidua Miller qlli COll\We 850 allllees.
NOlls avons enregistre les temperatllres a I 'inter iellr de la grolle et a la sill/ace etnolls allons decritla morphologie de la sill/ace
et la strllct ure interne dll dep6t/ossile stratijie de glace transparente qlli se trollve a line pr%l/dellr de 80 metres. SlIr des echal/ti{{ons epais de 5 cm on a determine la composition ch imiqlle, Ie rapport 8'''0 et Ie contenll po{{il/iqlle et on a /ait des mel/Sllrations portant sur la pOllssiere atmospheriqlle. NOlls avons preleve egalement des sections epaisses pOllr la descriptionmorp!zolo-
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gique des inclusions flu ides et des sections minces pour I 'o bservation de la texture de la glace et des mensllrations sur I'orientation de I 'axe c. La plupart des investigations continllent et des comparaisons avec line nOllvelle carolte de glace longue de 4,6 m
sont en train d 'etre faites . Dans ce travail on presente les res III tats obtenlls jllsqll 'Q present et 011 demontre que I 'integration des
donnees des differentes disciplines estfondamentale pOllr I'etllde des grottes glacieres et de la glace des groltes. On discute Gussi
qllelques problemes de terminologie sur les differentes classifications trollvees dans la litteratllre.
Mots-eles: grottes glacieres, cristallographie de la glace, chimie de la glace, isotopes stables, lac de glace, carottage en glace, age des
grottes glacieres, Moncodeno, Italie.

Introduction

in some caves, as in the Eisgruben-Eishohle, Austria (AcHLEITNER, 1995) and in the Focul Viu ice cave, Romania (FORIZS
et al., 2004; ClTTERIO et aI., 2005). Other dating methods (such
as pollen investigations or even more indirect evidences) have
been applied (see MAVLYUDOV, 1989b, and references therein).
These show that the age of perennial cave ice may be in the
range of up to a few thousands years. Further contributions
toward the understanding of ice caves physic processes came
from researchers working on the somewhat similar environment of glacier caves (e.g., ERASO & PULlNA, 200 I). Finally,
the availability of a large number of cave surveys provides a
general picture of the typical shape and location of ice deposits in caves. In order to achieve a quantitative understanding of the processes and materials typical of the ice cave environments, we selected some representative ice caves in the
Alps and the Carpathians featuring a broad range of different
characteristics both from the hypogean topoclimatology and
the cave ice glaciology perspective. One of the goals of our
project is to assess the suitability of cave ice as archives of
paleoclimate proxy data. This paper reports about some of
the results obtained by the multidisciplinary approach followed in a cave from the Italian Alps. It shows that integration of results coming from different disciplines is fundamental for the analysis of both ice caves and cave ice deposits.

Ice caves are" ... permanent caves in rockformations, in which
ice forms and remains far into the summer or throughout the
year" (HENDERSON, 1933 in McKENZIE, 1969). MAVLYUDOV
(1989a) estimated that 10% of the caves in temperate regions
are subjected to "cave glaciation" . The study of this poorly
known part ofthe cryosphere when compared to ice caps and
Alpine glaciers, which we will define as "speleoglaciology",
has been increasing in the last few years, as can be seen from
the contributions submitted to IWIC-I, the First International
Workshop on Ice Caves (ClTTERIO & TURRI, 2004) and from
the other papers published in the present Special Issue of
Theoretical and Applied Karstology. Most of the research
published in the 20 th century focused on the topoclimate of
ice caves and its relations to the caves' ice deposits, and only
a few works dealt with the quantitative study of these deposits. This is mainly due to the technical difficulties and high
costs associated with monitoring, sampling and analysing the
ice cave environment and the materials it contains. Several
conditions are known in the literature to control the presence
and ice mass balances of cave ice deposits: air circulation,
mean annual temperatures, facing of the slope where the cave
entrance is located, "cold content" supply, tree cover, etc (see
e.g., MAVLYUDOV, 1989a for a brief overview). Most of the
research was carried out in a few, well known ice caves or The Lo Lc 1650 "Abisso sui Margine
even in show caves (for an extended review of the research dell' Alto Bregai" ice cave
carried out at one of the most studied ice cave in the world,
the Scari~oara ice cave in Romania, see RACOVITA & ONAC,
2000). Other famous caves are the Dobsinska and The entrance to the ice cave Lo Lc 1650, "Abisso sui Margine
Demanovska ice caves in Slovakia, the Glaciere de Monlesi dell ' Alto Bregai", is located at an altitude of 2030 m. a.s.1.
in Switzerland, the Dachstein-Rieseneishohle and (above sea level) on the northern slope of Grigna
Eisriesenwelt in Austria, the Kungur ice cave in Russia and Settentrionale (Central Italian Alps), in the Moncodeno high
the Scarasson in Italy. Another field explored in some detail altitude karst area (Fig. I). The surface morphology of the
is the morphological study of ice speleothems (for a seminal area is dominated by dolines, bare rock surfaces and various
paper on this and some of the previous topics, see RACOVITA, types of karren. Buried karst surface landforms indicate that
1927; Hill & Forti, 1997). The effects of both visitors and the in the past the soil cover was more widespread than at present.
construction of tourist facilities on the cave climate and the Field work started in 1999 and developed from a general surice dynamics (HALAS, 1989, LALKOVIE, 1995 AND MAVLYUDOV vey of some caves known to host ice deposits to the coring of
& KADEBSKAYA, 2004) is a topic of economic importance for two ice cores in the years 2000 and 2003, and is now conshow caves management. Apart from recent lava tubes formed tinuing with the set up of a microclimatic station collecting
during dated eruptions like the Grotta del Gelo on Mt. Etna data both from the surface and the hypogean environments
in Italy (MARINO, 1992), where the ice obviously can not be down to a depth of 100 m from the cave entrance. The cave
older then the cave itself, dating is often a challenging task. . has been explored and surveyed in the past decades down to
Radiocarbon dating has been carried out on vegetal remains a depth of 192 metres below the entrance. Passages belong to
the dominantly vertical infiltration zone of a karstic system
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Fig. I: Map of the Moncodeno area. The black square marks the entrance of the Lo Lc 1650; black dots mark caves currently under study.
Carte de la zone de Moncodeno. Les carres noirs indiqllenl I 'enlree de la Lo Lc 1650; les poinls noirs marqllenl les grolles se Irollvalll
actuellement en cow's d'elude.

decapitated by glacial exaration (BINI & PELLEGR INI, 1998).
The cave begins with a 30 metres-deep vertical shaft (P30,
Fig. 2) whose lowest part is filled by snow. The thickness of
this snow deposit shows a seasonal oscillation up to several
metres wide and the access to the deeper parts of the cave is
generally obstructed until the end of July, when it becomes
possible to enter the meander leading to the second shaft.
The curved trend of this meander effectively prevents snow
from reaching further down into the cave, while allowing air
circulation to be active. At a depth of about 80 metres below
the entrance, between the bottom of the P50 and the underlying P25 shaft, there is a stratified, clear ice deposit. Presently, this ice block shows a thickness of at least 15 metres
and no accumulation process is active with the exception of
some small and short-lived seasonal ice speleothems. In this
paper we will refer to this deposit as "the P50 ice deposit".
Through a tunnel in the ice it is possible to reach the en-

trance of a 25 metres deep shaft (P25). The bottom of this
shaft consists of ice, partially covered by rock debris , showing the same stratified ice facies of the P50 deposit. This is
the top surface, and the only accessible part of the deepest
ice body observed in the cave.

Classification of the Lo Lc 1650 cave
according to the existing terminology
A survey showed that most of the published classifications
proposed until now for ice caves can be divided in two families: the first and most common is a climatologic approach,
while the second one is a glaciological approach (BINI &
PELLEGRINI , 1998). To evaluate the merits of these different
approaches, we briefly apply them to the present setting of
the Lo Lc 1650. Our cave can be seen as composed by two
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Fig. 2: Survey of the Lo Lc 1650, Abisso sui Marg ine dell'Alto Bregai ice cave.

Carle de la grolle glaciere La Lc I 65(), Absso sill margine dell 'A lIa Bregai.
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distinct parts: the first shaft with its snow deposit and the
second shaft with the deep P50 ice deposit exposed to active
air circulation. According to the climatologic classifications,
by following BALCH (1900) we may have described the forming P50 ice deposit as a static ice cave, since it was a cold air
trap; the present active air circulation and the presence of
glace de regel makes for the classification of the deep part of
the cave as a glaciere statodinamiques (I glace de regel
(MAIRE, 1990). Nevertheless, the present setting described
by this term is actually referring to an environment in which
the ice deposit is unstable and under continuous, rapid melting. Even if we cannot find objective proofs ofa relationship
between the snow deposit in the entrance shaft and the deep
P50 deposit, it is probable that during the formation of the
P50 ice block the cave was a glaciere statodinamiqlles projonde after MAIRE (1977). By contrast, according to STETTLER
(1971) we should consider the Lo Lc 1650 as a glaciere dinamique bouchee. If we consider a glaciological classification
(PULINOWA & PULlNA, 1973), both the snow deposit at the entrance shaft (P30) and the deep P50 ice block are glace de sol
of the zone dynamiqlle: the first being a neve while the second does not fit in anyone of the types observed by the authors in the caves of the Tatra Mountains. It appears that problems arise from three main issues : the attempt to link the cave
topoclimatology to the type of ice deposit, thus describing
the "content" according to the properties of the "container";
the overlooking of the frequent occurrence of ice deposit is
inherited from different topoclimatic conditions; the unsatisfied need for clearly dividing a cave (or even a single complex ice deposits) into smaller, homogeneous parts.

A proposal for a simple yet informative
classification
Building on these considerations we propose to separate the description ofcave climatology (which can be conveniently founded
on topoclimatic zones and air circulation patterns) and to focus
on the following simple scheme for the classification of the various ice and snow deposits of a cave according to:
Activity:
•

Active deposits : the genetic processes responsible
for the formation ofthe deposit are, or can be active
under the present conditions of the cave.

•

Relict deposits: they are not in equilibrium with the
present conditions of the cave and they only feature
negative annual mass balances.

Exposition to air circulation:
•

Exposed to continuous air circulation: in caves behaving like wind pipes (they may be occasionally
sealed by the snow cover).

•

Exposed to discontinuous air circulation: in caves
behaving like cold traps.

Genetic process:
•

Accumulation o/snow: the deposit is fed , throu gh
an easy connection to the surface, either by snowfalls, avalanches or windblown snow.

•

Accumulation andji-eezing 0/ shallow water lakes:
liquid water accumulates and freezes forming strata
of lake ice.

•

Growth o/ice speleothems: growth of ice stalactites
and stalagmites, fre ezing of ice flows on the cave
floor, walls or ceiling.

•

Sublimation ice: growth of ice crystals by sublimation.

•

Ground ice: coincides with the types ofPulinowa &
Pulina's (1973) glace du sol not included in the previous cases.

We believe that all of the deposits described in the literature,
as well as all those we observed directly, can fit in this system, which looks like a convenient tool to quickly convey
IllOSt key information about the ice deposit. The PSO ice block
in the Lo Lc 1650 cave is a relict deposit exposed to continuous air circulation, (ormed by acculllulation alldji·eezing ol
shallow water lakes .

Hypogean air circulation and
temperature near the PSO ice block
Since the year 2000, air temperature measurements were recorded by Hanna Instruments HI140C dataloggers with a resolution of ±0.2 °C and a charted accuracy of ±O.S °C over the
-40 to + 10°C temperature range . These data can be COIllpared with the surface air temperatures acquired at 0.35 °C
resolution and 0.2 °C charted accuracy by Gemini Dataloggers
Tiny talk II and Tiny tag Ultra instruments over the -40 to
+75 °C and -40 +85 °C range respectively. The air circulation in the cave has been observed to be active at least during
summer and autumn during each visit to the cave. A 3D sonic
anemometer has been recently set up at a depth of about 80 m
inside the cave to record the air velocity and direction every
few minutes. When snowfalls raise the level of the P30 snow
deposit, air circulation is likely to be reduced. Nevel1heless,
air circulation in the cave is connected with the air movements taking place in the whole intensely karstified system .
This gives rise to a complex pattern of air circulation in the
cave but, as for the circulation in the vicinity of the deposit ,
it is important to observe that it is active in the englacial tunnel (further data are presently being collected by the sonic
anemometer installed at this location) . The mean annual air
temperature near to the P50 ice block was about 0.2 °C in the
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last 4 years, with seasonal fluctuations in the range + I to I.S dc. An automatic microciimatologic station set up at the
cave entrance remotely uploads through a GSM link the data
measured at the surface and at several locations from the entrance down to the depth of -100 m in the third shaft.

Morphology of the ice block
The surface morphology is dominated by ablation-related
features. Air circulation bored a tunnel in the ice (Fig. 3) and
produced very large scallops. A meandering bMiere (Fig. 4)
about one meter deep collects water from ice block melting
and from a small fracture in the rock wall and discharge it in
the upper part of the englacial tunnel ; this water readily infiltrates into the karstified limestone without further interfering with the ice block. By comparing pictures taken during
the last four years, size, shape and position stability of a water pan at the lateral ice-rock contact (Fig. S) have always
been observed. The water pan has overhanging walls and a
smooth, partially clay-covered flat bottom. Scarce dripping
on the ice surface has been observed to occur during rainfalls, producing a few round vertical holes in the ice. There is
no air gap at the lateral ice-rock contact and the ice is frozen

to the rock walls (Fig. S) except on the north-western side.
Ice has been observed to completely fill several fractures
present in the rock walls up to a height of at least one metre
above the top surface of the main deposit. Preferential ablation along crystal borders carved a network of tiny grooves
up to 2 mm deep on the exposed ice surface (Fig. 6). A positive ice relief (Fig. 7) is present near to the edge of a smooth
slope connecting the eastern, some 40 centimetres lower area,
and the western part of the ice deposit top surface. This relief is about SO centimetres higher than the surrounding ice
and it is N-S elongated in plan view. It morphologically resembles the remnants of a large ice stalagmite but, being it
entirely constituted by the same horizontally stratified ice as
the underlying deposit, it must have formed by effect of some
unidentified phenomenon which , in this position , preserved
the stratified ice from ablation . By comparing the cave surveys drawn in the last decades to the present setting, it can be
seen that this relief was not significantly modified in size
and shape during the past 30 years. Despite the fact that the
whole deposit top surface has melted some 1 to 2 metres
down during the same time interval (some stainless steel spits
once used by speleologists are now unreachable) this relief
must have followed the general evolution without being levelled down.

Fig. 3 : Tunnel in the ice produced by air circulation in the P50 ice block .

Tunnel form e par suite de fa circulation de I 'air aI 'interiellr dll bloc de glace P 50.
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Fig. 4: The meandering bediere on th e top surface of the P50 ice bl ock.
Bediere meandrant SlIr la sur/ace du bloc de glace P50.

Fig. 5: The water pan located at the lateral contact between the translucent ice of facies 2 and th e rock \va ll.

Accumulation de I 'eall au contact entre la glace translllcide dll/acies 2 et la paroi rochelise.
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Fig. 6: Netwo rk of up to 2 mm-d ee p grooves carved by preferential ab lation marking the crysta l bound ari es on the ex posed ice surface.

Reseall de cannelures dejusqu 'a 2 mm de projondeur creusees a la sUI/ace de glace exposee, par ablation prejerentielle aux limites
des cristaux.

F ig. 7: Pos iti ve relief composed of horizontall y stratified ice.

Reliejpositij compose des couches de glace horizontales.
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Ice facies
Four main ice facies can be observed at the PSO deposit. The
most abundant one is clear ice with elongated bubbles, tubular bubbles and bubble trails all vertically oriented, in strata
characterized by individual thicknesses variability in the I 10 centimetres range (Fig. 8) . Only the uppermost stratum
reaches an exceptiona l thickness of one metre . Strata surface
are planar and parallel, clayey interstrata are present at certain stratigraphic depths and they can be seen to taper out
from several millimetres near the north-western rock wall to
discontinuous films elsewhere. Where the clayey interstrata
reach thicknesses in excess of 2 millimetres, they can stand
for some time protruding several millimetres ahead of th e
retreating ice surface. Occasiona lly, small rock chips several
millimetres to some centimetres large can be found included
in the fine matrix. Grain boundaries marked on the deposit
surface by preferential ablation show an apparent crystal size
ranging from one up to several centimetres in most of the
strata, whereas thin sections cut from a core drilled in the
thickest stratum showed columnar crysta ls whose maximum
dimensions reached the pluridecimetric scale along the vert ical direction. This stratified facies has been interpreted as
lake ice (see below).
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The second most abundant ice facies is represented by a thickness of translucent ice composed of centimetric to decimetric
crystals grown in the gap between, and elongated perpendicular to, the two vertica l ice and rock surfaces at the lateral
ice-rock contact. In fact, the lake ice facies is usually not in
direct contact with the rock wa ll s at any we ll exposed part of
the PSO ice block. The water pan described above is located
on this ice fac ies (Fig. 5).
The third ice facies is found in the form of ephemeral solid
crusts on the vertica l rock walls in the lower part of the PSO
and near to the ice block (Fig. 9). These crusts have been
observed both at the beginning of summer, when the cave
becomes accessible, and sometimes even during late autumn.
Unfortunately, this ice was only observed while melting and
it appeared to be composed by roughl y equidimensional ,
equigranular, plurimillimetric ice crystals whose crystallographic orientation was not determined. The general shape
of the crust exact ly mimics th e shape of the rock wall behind
it, but the crust itself tends to be very unstable, often being
detached by about one centimetre from the rock surface onto
which it grew. A continuous water film covered both the surface of the ice crust and the intergranular boundaries, allowing picking out the individual crystals. The origin of this ice
has not been investigated yet, even if a mixed contribution
from freezing of the water film covering the rock surface and

Fig. 8: Lake ice facies; picture taken from the side wall of the englacia l tunnel : perspective and the concave surface of the scallops
give the impression that ice strata are curved. Facies de lac de glace; la ph% es/ prise vers la paroi du /unnel; la perspec/ive e/la
surface concave de la glace donnen/I'impression que les couches de glace son/ recourbees.
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Fig. 9: Crust of ice of facies 3formed onto the rock wall.
Croate de glace dufacies 3 formee sur la paroi roche use.
subli~ation from water vapour in the cave air can be hypothesized. Samples are being analyzed for chemical and isotopic signature in view of the possible role played by these
crusts in the past, when the deposit was forming through the
formation and freezing of shallow lakes, as sources of water
having different composition from the main sources feeding
the lakes.

The fourth ice facies to be found in the vicinity or on the
surface of the P50 ice block is represented by ice speleothems,
mainly draperies and stalactites featuring growth layers. They
are of ephemeral nature, and subordinated in volume with
respect to the other ice types . Their meltwaters are readily
discharged away from the ice block. No typical sublimation
ice crystals have ever been observed anywhere in the vicinity
of the P50 deposit.

and fault are truncated by the ablation surface (Fig. 10). A
history of accumulation and ablation periods of the ice block
can be reconstructed as following:
}-'1 accumulation period (Fig. lOA) - This is assumed to be
the starting point for our reconstruction. The P25 and P50
shafts were filled with ice and every open fissure in the rock
walls were also sealed by ice, allowing water entering the
cave to further accumulate and freeze.

]-'1 ablation period (Fig. lOB) - Water produced by melting
ofthe P50 deposit, together with water coming from the overlying P30 deposit and from the epigean environment promoted
the development of a drainage network feeding an englacial tunnel. Somewhere deeper in the cave some fissures must have
been free of ice', allowing water and air circulation to be active.

Internal structure of the ice block

2'''' accumulation period (Fig. I ~C) - Following the sealing
by ice of every water discharge passageway in P25, the englacial tunnel filled with water and froze.

The bulk of the ice deposit consists of a more than 15 metresthick, stratified sequence of clear ice strata. The stratigraphy
is interrupted by a buried ablation surface, which divides the
deposit in an upper part, featuring horizontal bedding, and in
a lower part, where the strata dip toward the underlying P25
shaft with an angle of about 30° . The tilted ice strata were
intersected by the perimeter of a subsequently refrozen englacial channel and also dislocated by a fault. Both channel

2"" ablation period (Fig. 100) - The P50 ice deposit underwent a severe volume reduction. It was no more in lateral
contact with the rock walls and the lack of support, due to
the underlying P25 being completely deglaciated, was responsible for partial collapse and tilting. The observed fault in
the ice formed during these events. The lowest level reached
by ablation is marked by the angular unconformity visible
above the tilted strata.
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Fig. 10: Internal structure of the PSO ice deposit and a model of accumulation and melting periods of the ice block.
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3nl accumulation period (Fig. 10E) -

Before the complete
melting of the P50 deposit a new accumulation period began.
Fissures and karstic tunnels were filled with ice, once again
allowing the cyclical accumulation and freezing of shallow
hypogean supraglaciallakes which built the horizontally bedded sequence observed in the upper part of the P50 deposit.
3nl ablation period (fig. 10F) -

The P50 deposit began to
melt, the P25 became progressively deglaciated and the development of the large tunnel inside the P50 deposit started
(dotted in Fig. 10F). The present setting, characterised by
intense ablation, belongs to this period . Minor ablation events
probably took place and were followed by deposition of translucent radial ice filling the newly formed lateral ice-rock gaps.
We would like to stress that every model must account for
the fissures in the rock to be sealed by ice in order to allow
the formation of the hypogean lakes during the accumulation
periods. As a matter of fact ice is still sealing several fissures
lip to a height of at least one metre above the top surface of
the P50 ice deposit, as well as the bottom of P25 . Further
details and discussion about the P50 ice block structure and
its significance in reconstructing the deposit history can be
found in CITTERIO et af. (2003).

Ice coring, cold transport, cold storage
and operations in the cold room
Many technical details are involved both in field and laboratory operations on ice cores. The Environmental Sciences
Department of the University of Milano Bicocca is active in
leading ice drilling projects in Antarctica and the Alps. Building on this expertise, research assets and resources we cored
four cores in the Moncodeno area (Italy), and a fifth one in
the Padi~ area (Romania) in cooperation with the Cluj section of the Speleology Institute "Emil Racovita" of the Romanian Academy of Sciences. For the Lo Lc 1650 ice core,
we took advantage of the same conventional lightweight corer.
The maximum depth attainable by this tool (corresponding
to the total length of the complete set of fibreglass rods) is
about 16 metres below the ice surface. The drill head consisted of an aluminium ring bearing three hard metal alloy
knives of selectable geometry. The stainless steel corer barrel has an internal diameter of 10 cm, is I m long and it can
accept up to 60 or 70 cm of ice in each single run. Its external , helicoidal trail drives the ice chips to the upper part where
two windows let them enter and be collected in a chamber.
Rotation is provided by a 220 V, 1.5 kW low rpms electric
engine and the operator both supplies the thrust force and
contrasts the torque; a heavy duty power line was used to .
connect to a 2.5 kW power unit located near the entrance of
the cave. The corer had been designed for debris-free glacier
ice and the harsh cave environment caused some equipment
failures. Experience showed that redundancy in every component is necessary to achieve good system reliability: ' on-

site repairing facilities, two electric engines and power units,
two cables, several electric and mechanic joints and various
sets of hard metal knives were necessary to reduce downtimes. The core was drilled from the top surface of the P50
ice block. The cold transport from the coring place was a two
steps process: first, the cores were immediately enclosed in
plastic bags and (to protect them against handling shocks)
hauled to the surface inside sections of rigid PVC pipe, and
put in insulated boxes cooled by solid CO 2; then, at the end
of the coring operations, the boxes were taken downvalley
with the help of two mules and finally driven to the lab. Once
in the cold room of the University of Milano Bicocca, the
cores were cut along the long axis with a band saw and continuous samples 5 cm-thick were cut for chemical and stable
oxygen isotope analyses, pollen content and insoluble particles counting. This sampling procedure of the core, which
produces a virtually continuous record of equal, regular, prismatic sub-samples under controlled conditions, is impossible
to be carried out in the field. Under the assumption that a
particular core interval represents the complete crystallization of a single water body under closed system conditions,
we can calculate the original water composition from chemical content and isotope ratios. Since every sample has the
same thickness, this is done by simply averaging the analytic
values determined on the water produced by complete melting and thorough shaking of each ice sub-sample. An additional merit at the stage of preliminary studies on such little
known material (as is the case with cave ice) is the flexibility
and cost savings achieved through the possibility to perform
other analyses on the surplus water only at selected depth
without the need to plan for them in advance. A careful tradeoff between sample size, ice availability and desired vertical
resolution must be achieved (e.g., in the analysis of the new
ice core we could use results from the first core to plan for a
more then three-fold increase in vertical resolution). Thick
sections lOx 10 cm wide were cut parallel to the core axis
along the whole length of the ice core, together with some
perpendicular ones at selected depths. They were used for
fluid bubbles investigations, and subsequently thinned with
a microtome and finally photographed and measured for caxis orientation on the universal stage. It is important to work
on the thin section before they deteriorate due to ice sublimation, and to protect them with plastic film. All ice processing
in the cold lab was carried out at -15 DC, while long term
storage of the core was at -23 DC.

Bubbles and bubble trails
Bubbles belonging to different morphological types were
observed. During section preparation and, later, during measurements, careful visual inspection of the bubbles did not
detect the presence of any other phase apart from the gaseous one. We found cylindrical bubbles up to several
centimetres long, usually pinched at places along their axes;
some egg-shaped bubbles in vertical trains were also found.
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The egg-shaped bubbles could have been formed by a process similar to the morphologic evolution of bubbles observed
in the experimental work by BARI & HALLETT (1974): they
could see cylindrical bubbles breaking up in alignments of
smaller bubbles after as such short a time as 120 h at -10°C.
Considering that inside the cave the ice was close to 0 °C for
times orders of magnitude longer than Bari & Hallett's (1974)
samples, it is interesting to report that even though the surviving tubular bubbles are not cylindrical anymore, being at
places pinched, it was still possible to find some tubular
bubbles several centimetres long. It is common to observe
what could represent intermediate stages at different degrees
of development of the transition from tubular bubbles to
pinched tubular to egg-shaped bubble trails (Fig. II). Tubular bubbles , or their segmented remnants , were found to be
the most abundant from 5 to 23 cm and from 60 to 64 cm
below the surface, while round bubbles are present from 52
to 55 and from 68 to 73 cm deep. Below 80 cm, single or
more frequently roughly vertically aligned groups of large
bubbles dominate . No systematic relation between bubble
position and crystal boundaries was observed.

P50 ice block across the first, thicker ice stratum and further
down into the upper part of the underlying stratum. The same
setting is reflected in the ice fabric : crystals from the surface
down to a depth of 10 cm are anhedral , pluricentimetric in
size and do not show well defined directions of preferential
growth, while in the 10 cm to 65 cm interval the crystals
(Fig. 12) become progressively elongated in the vertical direction, evolving toward a columnar habit with decimetric to
pluridecimetric vertical size. At the depth of about 65 cm,
one of them prevails and continues down to the depth of I 08
cm occupying the whole surface of the thin sections. This
very large columnar crystal is already visible at 47 cm and,
possibly, even at the depth of 30 cm , giving a total length of
about 60 or 80 cm respectively. In the last 10 cm, which should
represent the upper part of the underlying stratum, several
smaller crystals are present. The dimension of the ice crystals has been quantified by measuring the apparent area contained in the thin section plane; further details about this
method and a discussion about the problems of working with
crystals much larger than the thin sections are given in
CITTERIO el al. (this issue). The directions of the crystallographic c axis were obtained in the cold room by measuring
the optic axis for each ice crystal in the vertical thin sections
at crossed polarizers on a universal stage. The use of hemispheres is impractical with ice and with the "oversize" universal stage used in glaciology (the "Rigsby stage", RIGSBY ,
1951), hence we corrected all measurements for refraction

Ice fabric and orientations of c axis
In the cave, the stratigraphy exposed on the bediere walls
indicated that the core was drilled from the top surface of the

Fig. II : Pinched tubular
bubbles and bubble trails
probably from tubular bubble
segmentation.

Bulles tubulaires coincees et
traces de bulles apparues
probablement par la suite de
la segmentation des bulles
tubulaires.
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Fig. 12: Ice fabric in thin section view at
crossed polarizers from a depth of 27 to
37 cm showing columnar crystals.
Structure de la glace vue en section mince,
nicols croises, i:z une profondeur de 27 i:z
37 em mettant en evidence des cristallx
columnaires.

Fig. 13 : c axis poles from the whole core
length plotted on the lower hemisphere of
a Schmidt di agram.
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according to the formulas by KAMB (1962). Since thin sections were cut vertically (which means parallel to the ice core
axis); data have been rotated so that c-axis which lie horizontally in the ice deposit would fall on the circumference of the
projected net. Apart from measurement errors (a few degrees
with the instrument used), the dip can be considered accurate
and affected only by the small verticality error in the core
drilling, while azimuth is only tentative, since it was not always possible to reliably align the different core segments
during thin section preparation. A summary plot of the c axis
poles from the whole core length, with the purpose of showing the genera l orientation of the bulk of ice crystals, is plotted in Fig. 13 on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt net diagram. It can be seen that the c-axis of ice crystals mostly plot
at relatively low angles from the horizontal plane along the
whole core length; this means that the preferred growth direction of the columnar crystals was in a direction parallel to
(00 ' 1), the basal plane of ice crystals.

Major ions content
Ion concentrations obtained by averaging the values from the
first ice stratum are given in Table I, together with the averaged values from the water pan and the blidiere we described
before, from an old snow patch sampled during the spring in
the adjacent Val Laghetto and, for the sake of comparison,
the summer, winter and year averages from the high altitude
Colle del Lys glacier coring site, on the Monte Rosa (Western Italian Alps). It can be seen that the ionic content in the
ice core is systematically lower than in the present day water
sampled in the cave. Some ions, especially the anions and
both the N-bearing ions NH / and NO)' have been found to
be one order of magnitude less concentrated in the ice core
than in the present day samples, even in the case of the old
snow patch sampled during spring and clearly showing vis-
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ible dust layers . Indeed, apart from Ca2+ and Mg2+ , which are
high ly enriched in the cave environment, sometimes even
differences of two orders of magnitude exist even with respect to the high altitude Colle del Lys core (RADICE, 2000).
Even the value of the non-sea sulphates, computed according to the formula nss = ([SO/·] - [Na+]) . 0.253, is extremely
low, and the Na+/CI ' = 0.59 ratio is very close to the value for
marine-only contribution , which is 0.55.
A strong trend toward higher ionic content at the bottom of
the first ice layer is present (further details about compositional trands in CITTERIO et aI., this issue) .

Stable oxygen isotopes
The 8 18 0 value averaged a long the ice representing the first
ice stratum is -9.58%0. Other surface data from the Moncodena area refer to snow sampled during a September snowfall (- 13 . 1%0) produced by an air mass which had crossed
the Alps coming from the North , and to the snow of a snow
patch sampled during late spring (-6,92 %0). Ice and snow
sampled in other two ice caves in Moncodeno gave - 9,8 and
-6 ,07%0. Data about the water in the bediere and in the water
pan are not yet available.

Dendrocronology, ice palinology and
counting of insoluble particles
By sampling the trees living some 150 m below the cave a ltitude and some old stumps found in the cave area we constructed the first Larix decidua Miller growth curve for this
area of the Alps (SANTILLI et al., in press ). This curve was
aimed both at the study of local climatic evo lution ant to give
a reference against which to cross-date wood samples pass i-

Table I : Ionic content averaged on th e samples from the interval alon g th e ice core ass umed to represent th e comp lete freezing of a
laye r of water under closed system conditions (see text). Under these assumptions the valu es would be the same as th e original
water composition (Co ll e de l Lys data from R ADICE, 2000) .

Composition ioniqlle 1110yenne des echantillons preleves de la carotle de glace dont on sllpp ose represenler Ie gel complet de la
couche d 'eall dans les condilions d 'un systeme ferme (voir Ie lexte). Dans celte sitllation, les valellrs doivent etre les memes qlle
celles de composition de I 'eall d 'orig ine (donnees de Colle del Lys d 'apres RAlJleE, 2000).

Lo Lc 1650 ice core
Lo Lc 1650 water pan
Lo Lc 1650 bediere

Na+

NH 4+

K+

Mg2+

Ca2+

ppb

ppb

ppb

ppb

ppb

cr
ppb

19.30

III AS

589.32

81.87

55 .03

53 .82

? ..,
_.J

0.59

NO l ppb

SO/ppb

nss

Na+/Cr

44.68

5.55

119.19

10.05

59A7

2374.91

6038.56

287.60

2702 .98

2316.85

556.0

0.41

86.76

5.59

51.84

2208 .05

4037.39

234.24

1779.67

1472A4

350.6

0.37

Val Laghetto snow

84.54

259AI

29.88

24.30

445 .00

257.82

970. 10

504.82

106.3

0.33

Lys. winter average

27.33

35.06

18.50

8.97

85.50

67.98

149. 10

244.90

55.0

Lys. summer average

48.58

206.30

31.00

20.78

243.00

111.00

437.10

855 . 19

204. 1

Lys. year average

36.39

107.90

23.90

14.03

152.30

86.32

271.60

505.25

118.6

OAO
OA4
OA2
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bly found in the caves. The growth curve shows that a larch
cover was present above the cave at least since 1230 AD,
during the so-called 'Medieval Warm Period'. Only at the
end of the 19th century the tree cover disappeared, probably
because ofthe documented anthropic deforestation for charcoal production. The widespread rounded karren morphologies produced by bedrock corrosion under soil cover is another proof of a time when the present very poor soil cover
was more abundant. Preliminary palynological analysis reveals the presence offew pollen grains in 9 out of20 samples
of ice from Lo Lc 1650 core. Pollen grains are well preserved
and belong mainly to herbaceous plants (Cruciferae,
Gramineae, Ambrosia type): pollen of Alnus glutinosa type,
Betula, Corylus and Pinus sylvestris/mugo was also found .
All the detected pollen types are characterized by early flowering (spring time): during this season the ground is possibly
still covered by snow and pollen is transferred inside the cave
by melting waters. Taking into account the different pollen
productivity and dispersion mechanisms, the identified plants
can be grouped in two categories: (i) good pollen producers
with anemophilous dispersion (Alnus glutinosa type, Betula,
Corylus, Pinus sylvestris/mugo, Gramineae). Pollen ofthese
plants may have reached the site by long-distance transport
from lower altitudes; (ii) poor pollen producers with entomophilous dispersion (many Cruciferae and Ambrosia type).
These plants were possibly growing in the surrounding of
the site, otherwise their pollen would not have been detected
in the ice. In October 2004 two pollen traps were placed (the
first one near the drilling site, the second one near the entrance ofthe ice cave), in order to evaluate the modern pollen
rain and to allow a comparison with the fossil pollen spectra.
Insoluble particle counting revealed the presence of a well
sorted distribution of particles with a mode of 5 Jlm.

Discussion
As for the genesis of the P50 ice block, all the data presented
in this paper, as well as the trends in chemical, 0 18 0 and crystal sizes along recorded in the ice core (see CITTERIO et al.,
this issue, for details on these trends) point to an origin due
to the complete freezing of shallow hypogean water lakes to
form the present sequence of ice strata one on top of the other.
The water was starting to freeze at the surface and then the
crystallization front moved downward. SHUMSKII (1964), BARI
& HALLETT (1974), KILLAWEE et al. (1998) and LORRAIN (2002),
among the others, described both in natural and in experimental settings that the vertically oriented tubular bubbles,
the bubble trails and egg-shaped bubbles as typical of ice
freezing according to that model. The egg-shaped bubbles
could have been formed by a process similar to the morphologic evolution of bubbles observed in the experimental work
by BARI & HALLETT (1 974); they could see cylindrical bubbles
breaking up in alignments of smaller bubbles after as short a
time as 120 h at -10°C. Considering that inside the cave the
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ice was close to 0 °C for times a few orders of magnitude
longer than Bari & Hallett's samples, it is interesting to report that even though the surviving tubular bubbles are no
more cylindrical, being at places quite pinched, it was still
possible to find some bubbles reaching a length of several
centimetres. In analogy with the findings of BARI & HALLEn
(1974), this shape and size variability might reflect variable
growth rates and formation of large bubbles from gas-enriched residual water at the bottom of the water thickness ;
nevertheless further observations from the same stratigraphic
depths on the new ice core are needed to confirm this interpretation.
As for the c axis orientation of lake ice crystals, general agreement in the observations and interpretations has not been
reached yet. We found lake ice crystals with horizontal c axis.
SHUMSKII (1964) and LORRAIN (2002) described lake ice with
vertical c axes, while BARI & HALLETT (1974), HOBBS (1974)
and CHAMBERS (1986) observed horizontal c axis, especially
in the case of slow freezing rates. Shumskii supported a model
in which the ice crystals with vertical c axis would grow faster
because of the slightly higher thermal conductivity perpendicularly to the basal plane. By contrast, Hobbs, on the basis
of experimental as well as theoretical investigations, showed
that ice crystal formed through freezing in slightly to not supercooled water have horizontal c axis. In some cases, though,
possibly because of the effect of nuclei represented by platy
snow crystals, which are likely to be falling and then floating
with their c axis in the vertical direction, ice will grow accordingly with vertical c axis. It is worth mentioning that
most ofthe authors who described horizontal ice-crystal c axis
were mainly considering systems which were not exposed to
snow, either because they were working on deep cave deposits (this paper) or with experimental freezing cells (BARI &
HALLETT, 1974), while observations from environments where
snow occurs normally (SHUMSKII, 1964 and LORRAIN, 2002)
often found lake ice crystals with vertical c axis.
Under the assumption that the upper part of the core represents the complete freezing of a shallow lake under closed
system conditions, the values given in the first line of Table I
and the computed -9.58 %0 would coincide with the composition of the original hypogean lake. We know from two facts
that this as-sumption is not rigorously satisfied: we are missing the very top of the stratum (near to the positive relief
described earlier in this paper the actual top of the stratum
could be sampled, and analyses are being performed); furthermore, isotopic trends in the core show evidences of some
input of water entering the system during the freezing
(CI1TERIO et al., this issue). The missing top of the stratum
should have been no thicker than 10 cm (from the stratigraphy visible a few metres away from the drill hole), and both
the general trends observed in this ice and those found in
literature (e.g., LORRAIN, 2002) lead us to suppose with a high
level of confidence that it had chemical and isotopic compositions close to the samples from the upper part of the ice
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core. Because of its missing we expect to have slightly overestimated concentrations and 180 depletion. Opening of the
system is more serious a problem but the planned simultaneous 8 180 and 8D analyses may be useful in addressing this
issue (LORRAIN, 2002). Despite more data and a better understanding of the involved phenomena are required in order to
reliably interpret this oxygen isotopic signature, it is worth
noting that this value computed for the lake water falls in
between present local samples of old snow patches (-6.92%0),
for which contribution by rain, evaporation and sublimation
have played a role in producing higher 8 180 values, and fresh
snowfalls (-13.10%0). Having stated the uncertainties of our
reconstruction, let's now focus on the ice composition. Even
though the area is relatively close to the industrial Po Plain
area, ionic content in the ice core is quite low: particularly,
industry-related ions show lower concentrations than at the
much higher Colle del Lys coring site. Air masses producing
precipitations on the Moncodeno area have no direct path to
reach the area without passing heavily industrialized areas,
and this is reflected in the present local values observed in
both in precipitations and cave waters (sampled in the bediere
and in the water pan), as can be seen from Table I. A few
preliminary backward trajectory modellings (NOAA HYSPLIT
model, DRAXLER & ROLPH, 2003 ; ROLPH, 2003) have been carried out to this purpose. As an example, the air mass which
produced the September 18 th, 200 I snowfall on the Moncodeno area had travelled from Iceland across the North Sea
and Central Europe (roughly along the France-Germany border) before crossing the Alps.

order to investigate the effects of the cave environment and
processes on the isotopes ratios from the cave deposits. The
presence and distribution of bubbles will be investigated to
evaluate its role in producing the observed local deviation
from the main trend, which could also be related to the presence or absence from a specific sample of grain boundary
surfaces along which ions expelled from the growing solid
phase may have been concentrated (LORRAIN, 2002). Visual
inspection during the cutting of the core in the cold room
suggests that at least the larger bubbles are gaseous, and brine
lamellae were observed not even at the depth of the layers
with the highest ionic content.

The non-sea salt (nss) sulphate value of 2.3 is also surprisingly low in the P50 ice block, and the strong marine signal
in the Na+/CI- shows that the low nss is not an artefact of an
anomalously high Na+content. Another interesting feature is
related to the low contents in both N0 3- and NH/, related to
natural biological activity and to intensive agriculture: they
were expected to be more abundant since we know from dendrochronology and field observations that a larch forest cover
was present in the cave area at least from the and of the 19 th
and back at least to the 13 th century AD. This circumstance
will need to be further explored and two pollen traps, one at
the cave entrance and one near to the ice deposit have been
set up, together with an automatic weather station equipped
with wind direction and speed sensors, in order to help interpreting the low pollen conten. Generally speaking, it is important to realize that compositions observed in caves are not
necessarily the same as in the local rain or snow at the surface. Indeed, they can undergo dramatic changes, as can be
seen from the enrichment in calcium and magnesium contributed by the carbonate environment (Table I). Significance
of the comparison between present-day cave waters in the Lo
Lc 1650 and local epigean values is limited by data availability. Even so, some general relations appear to hold true for
many ions. Again, further data will have to be collected in

Conclusions
The P50 ice block is a relict from different topoclimatic (and
possibly climatic) conditions since, due to the free drainage
of cave waters through infiltration in the hypogean karstic
drainage system, the accumulation process of repeated superposition and completely freezing of shallow lakes is no
more possible. We still have no geochronology age, but only
upper and lower bounds: under the uncertainties stated above,
we can hypothesize that the cored levels of the P50 ice block
formed during the late Holocene but prior to the beginning
of significant industrial contribution of tracers to atmospheric
chemistry. This period was probably characterized by reduced
biological activity on the surface. A better understanding of
the processes possibly able to modify the chemistry and stable
isotopes composition of hypogean waters in the cave environment will be useful in assessing the suitability of cave ice
deposits as archives of proxy data of paleoenvironmental significance. The multidisciplinary approach to the study of the
Lo Lc 1650 "Abisso sui Margine dell'Alto Bregai" ice cave
produced original results and provided a sound framework
to assess their limits and to plan for future activity. Drilling
of an ice cores proved to be essential.
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Observed trends in the chemical composition, 818 0
and crystal sizes vs. depth in the first ice core from
the LoLc 1650 "Abisso sui Margine dell'Alto Bregai"
ice cave (Lecco, Italy)
Michele Citterio 1,*, Stefano Turri\ Alfredo Bini 1, & Valter Maggi 2
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Abstract
a 1.20 m-long ice core was recovered. Due to the topography ofthis cave the snowfalls cannot reach the ice deposit which is located at a depth
of 80 metres below the cave entrance. Thin sections cut along the whole length of the core show significant textural evolution from
equidimensional pluricentimetric at the top to columnar pluridecimetric crystals near the bottom of the thickest stratum. The samples from
IK
+
+
+
2+
2+
•
the ice core follow a well-defined general trend with depth both in the 8 0 values and ionic concentration (Na , K , NH , Ca , Mg , Cl ,
SO 2., NO) We argue that the observed features are compatible with a " repeated freezing of shallow lakes" genetic modef. The origin of the
local devifitions from the main trends observed at certain depths is discussed.
Keywords: ice crystallography, ice chemistry, stable isotopes, ice coring, Moncodeno, Italy.

Tendances observees dans la composition chimique, Ie 818 0 et les dimensions des
cristaux par rapport ala profondeur dans une premiere carotte de glace de la grotte
Lo Lc 1650 «Abisso sui margine dell'Alto Bregai» (Lecco, Italie)
Resume
Vne carolle de glace d 'une longueur de 1.2 m a etti pn}/eVlie d 'lIn depot de glace transparente stratifiee d 'une grolle localisee a
2030 m altitude dans la zone de Moncodeno (Grigna de nord, Lecco. ltalie) . Compte tenu de la topographie de celie grolle, la neige
ne pellt pas alleindre ce depot. car if est situe a une pr%ndeur de 80 m. Des sections minces executees tout Ie long de la cerolle
relevent line evolution texturale significative entre des cristaux equi-dimensionnels pluri-centimritriques se trouvant a la sur/ace, et
des cristallx columnaires pluri-decimetriques/ormes a la base de la couche la plus epaisse. Vne tendance bien dejinie par rapport
ala pr%ndeur existe de meme pour les valeurs du 8 1H O et pOllr la concentration des ions (Na " K' , NH;. Cal' . Mgl>, CI', SO /',
NO j - ). On considere que les caracteristiques observees sont compatibles avec Ie modele genetique d 'IIn «lac de regel repetiti/il. On
discute I 'origine des deviations locales a une certaine pr%ndeur par rapport a la tendance generale .
Mots-eles: cristallographie de la glace. chimie de la glace, isotopes stables. carottage en glace, Moncodeno, ltalie.

Introduction
The analyses carried out on the first ice core drilled in the ice
block found at a depth of about 80 m below the entrance of
the Lo Lc 1650 "Abisso sui Margine dell'Alto Bregai" ice

*

corresponding author. E-mail address: michele.citterio@polimi.it
© 2004, Editura Academiei Romane. All rights reserved.

cave allowed us to determine the process responsible for the
formation ofthe ice block (resulting from the repeated, complete freezing of shallow lakes one on top of the other to form
a stratified ice deposit) and to set upper and lower limits to
the age of the ice (see CITIERIO et al., this issue, where more
details about the cave and its ice deposit are given). This
paper focuses on the trends observed from ionic content,
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8 18 0 values and crystal fabric of the ice, which offer interesting information regarding the freezing process during its development. In the following of this paper we will briefly describe the method used in measuring and plotting the data,
and discuss the results; in the conclusive remarks we compare the three records and show the relevance of these findings for the study of the ice deposit.

Ice crystals size with depth
Several methods have been described in the literature for the
measurement of ice crystals size, applied mainly to snow and
glacier ice and usually involving the measurement of a certain number of crystals considered to be statistically representative. The crystal dimension can be expressed by specifying either the area of crystals or the length of the crystal
diameter in thin section (e.g., Gow, 1969 and JAKA, 1984), but
average apparent crystal area (sq. cm)
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an underestimation problem exists for the general case of ice
crystals not cut along their maximum section. Various approaches to this problem have been proposed, ranging from
only counting the 50 apparently larger crystals (Gow 1969),
to the use of correction factors chosen on the basis of the
method adopted for the actual measurement of the apparent
crystal size on the thin section plane (THORSTEINSSON, 1996,
and references therein). Since we are mostly concerned with
the variation of the crystal size , not with its exact value, we
chose to measure and plot apparent crystal areas with a
method easily applicable on our coarse grained ice: working
on I : I scale photographs ofthe square, lO x 10 cm wide thin
sections, we superimposed a regular square grid and counted
how many nodes each crystal was encompassing. Every node
inside the perimeter of the thin section must be assigned to
some crystal, so in case of nodes falling exactly on grain
boundaries we credited "half a node" to each crystal. The
results are plotted in Figure I, which also features on the
background a bar plot showing the percentage of the whole
thin section surface occupied by a crystal of the indicated
average size. This is particularly important, since sometimes
the dimensions of the largest crystals in our samples greatly
exceed those of the thin sections, thus leading to grossly
underestimated average sizes. When only one or a few crystals are present, average apparent crystal areas can not be
considered a reliable estimate both because these few big
crystals extend outside of the thin section area up to an unknown extent and because of the small, statistically not representative number of the examined crystals. As a consequence of these considerations, the nearly exponential increase of crystal size with depth visible in Fig. 1 must actually
be regarded as underestimated in the higher values. The very
bottom of the plot, which shows an abrupt reduction in crystal size, has been recognized in the field and on the core to
correspond to the upper part of the underlying ice stratum
(CITTERIO et af. this issue).
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Fig. I: Average size (area) of ice crystals vs. depth in the lake ice core
from the P50 ice block in the Lo Lc 1650 ice cave.

a

Variation de la surface moyenne des cristaux de glace par rapport la
profondeur dans Ie lac de glace du bloc P 50. grolte Lo Lc 1650.

From the plot of the major ions content vs. depth in the ice
core (Fig. 2) it can be seen that during the earlier stages of
water freezing the ionic content in the growing ice crystals is
quite scarce .and constant, with only the 1650-3 sample showing increased concentrations, which are of relevant amplitude mainly for alkali and CI-, whereas the plots of other ions
only show a very modest undulation and ammonium even
shows a very small depletion. Samples from 1650-10 to 165016 in most of the plots show abrupt changes which are not
always present or coincident with those from other ions, with
the interesting exception of the 1650-12 sample in which Cland the alkali, together with Ca 2+, show a short high concentration peak. Starting from sample 1650-16, the values remain
more stable until the largest peak observed in this ice core,
which occurs at the 1650-20 and 1650-21 samples. This position coincides with the stratigraphic position of the bottom
of the ice stratum.
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This final enrichment can thus be interpreted as due to ice
forming in the residual, solute-enriched water still present at
the bottom when the lake was almost completely frozen.
LORRAIN et al. (2002) showed a very similar ionic profile in an
Antarctic glacier-dammed lake. As to the mode of occurrence
of these ions in the ice, we have not carried out extensive
investigations, but we observed that the bubbles present in
the ice did not contain brines. It is possible that solutes expelled by the growing solid phase may have been trapped
along crystal boundaries as hypothesized by LORRAIN et al.
(2002), who also observed in the deepest part of a core some
features similar to the brine-layer/ice plate substructures of
sea ice, which were not observed in our thin sections. The
presence of bubbles in some of the samples will be investigated to evaluate their role in causing the observed local deviation from the main trend.

Na+
NH/
K+
Mg2+
Ca2+

Correlation coefficients computed for the 5 em-thick samples
are given in Table I. Very high correlations (>0.90) exist between Na+ and CI-, Mg2+ and SO/-, Mg2+ and NO]- and between SO/- and NO]-. In particular, Fig. 3 is a scatter plot of
Na+and CI-.
18

o0

profile

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the isotopic composition in
the ice during freezing from top to bottom. A trend toward
depletion in the heavy isotope is visible at the bottom, which
is in agreement with findings in lake ice by LORRAINE et af.
(2002) and is produced by isotopic fractionation between
water and ice, with the preferential entry of water molecules
containing 180 in the forming ice and the progressive depletion in heavy isotope of the liquid part of the system. Samples
from 1650-9 to 1650-17 show a high variability in the 8 180
values, an interval exactly centred on the samples having
disturbances in the chemical content. The general trend is

Na+

NH/

K+

Mg2+

Ca2+

cr

NOJ -

SO/-

1.00

-0.13
1.00

0.63
-0.05
1.00

0.54
-0.04
0.05
1.00

0.35
0.28
0.34
0.52
1.00

0.96

0.51
0.26
0. 13
0.92
0.54
0.46
1.00

0.64
-0.03
0.26
0.96
0.58
0.60
0.90
1.00

cr

~-0. 14

0.69
0.47
0.24
1.00

NO J '
SO/·

300~----------------------------------------~

Table I: Correlation coefficients matrix for the data
plotted in Fig. 2.

Matrice des coefficients de comilation pour les donmles de la Figure 2.

Fig. 3: Scatter plot ofNa+ vs. CI- contents in the
lake ice core from the P50 ice block in the Lo Lc
1650 ice cave.

Correlation entre les conte nus en Na+et C/-dans la
carotte extraite du lac de glace du bloc P50. grotle
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Observed trends in the first ice core from the Lo Lc 1650 ice cave

depletion in the heavy isotope toward the bottom of the freezing lake, following the downward movement of the phase
change boundary.

TOP
1650-01

8180

Discussion and conclusions

1650-02
We have seen that trends have developed in the ice which all
point to a genetic model of formed by the complete crystallization of lake water starting from the water-air interface and
advancing downward in the water column. The expected signals are well expressed and include the following trends : (I)
increasing size of the ice crysta l with depth due to the growth
of columnar ice; (2) solutes expulsion during crystal growth
with late freezing of enriched residual water; and (3) isotopic
fractionatio n from heavy ice at the top to li ght ice at the bottom. These trends heavily modified by an event that occurred
in a "disturbed zone" between the depth of samp les 1650-10
and 1650-16. This corresponds to a depth of about 50 to 80
cm below the top of the ice core; note that this is the depth
below the present ablation surface of the P50 ice block, which
does not coincide exact ly with the stratigraphic top of the ice
stratum (refer to CITTERI O et al., this issue, for further details).
The abrupt, fast nature of most of the observed changes
taking place in the disturbed zone is being investigated on a
second core by sampling at a three-fo ld increased vertical
reso lution . An exp lanation for such for such disturbances
may be the opening of the system dur in g freezing. For instance, some amount of new water could penetrate into the
system under the already formed ice and mix with the residual
"unfrozen" water. Hypotheses considering a slowing down
or even a stop in the freezing process are unlikely to be able
to produce such large effects: freezing was surely already
taking place at low rates and on e of the " heavy" peaks in the
1) 180 profile is even richer in the heavy isotope than the samples
from the top of the core. Further investigations should be
carried out to define the distribution pattern of the ionic content in the ice; in particular, shou ld sa lts be found along crystal boundaries or in any relation with bubbles, apparently
anomalous values should be expected at samples containing
a high amount of them.
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Fig. 4: 8 '"0 values vs. depth in th e lake ice core from the P50 ice
block in the Lo Lc 1650 ice cave.
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Abstract
Thi s paper synthesizes the isotope and tree-ring data gathered at Focul Viu Ice Cave (Romania). The 850 ±50 year BP radiocarbon age (11601260 cal. AD) from 6.67 m depth of ice indicate, that the stab le isotope data of the 7 m long ice core app roximately represent the past 800900 years. However, melting events introduce obvious hiatuses in the sequence. The response function ana lysis revealed that main growth
influencing climate factors for Abies alba are June mean temperature and early summer water supply. The sufficiently rep resented part of the
420 year long tree-ring index curve suggests particular periods unfavourable for annua l increment offirs: 2000-1980, 1940-1920, 1890-1870
and 1860-1820, while the favourab le periods are 1980-1940, 1920-1890 and 1870-1860. The fit between the growth-favorable decades and
the mud layer concentrations seems to be a promising dating method of ancient melting events and partially preserved remained ice bands.
Previously negative intervals of Easton coefficient time-series were fitted to ice accumulating periods. These independent dating methodsEaston coefficient and fir index - show similarity back to 1730 for ice accumu lation and melting periods.
Keywo rds: ice cave, oxygen isotopes, dendroclimatology, moist summers, Easton coefficient.

a

Changements environnementaux enregistres fa fin de f'Hofocime dans fa grotte de
Ghetaruf de fa Focuf Viu, Monts de Bihor, Roumanie
Re sum e
Le travail presente une synthese des donnees isotopiques et dendrochronologiques relatives a la grolle glaciere de FOCllI Vill (Rolll11anie) . L 'age de 850 ± 50 ans determine par la methode carbone 14 a line profondellr de 6,67 m dans la glace indiqlle qlle les
valeurs isotopiques d 'line carolle de glace longlle de 7 metres cOllvrent apell pres les 800-900 dernieres annees. Neanmoins, des
evenements de degels introdll isent des lacllnes chronologiqlles. L 'qnalyse des reponses fonctionn elles a revele que les factellrs
climatiques injlllenr;:ant en premier tieli ia croissance de Abies a lba sont la temperatllre moyenne dll mois de jllin et les precipitations
tom bees all debut de I 'e te. La partie sllffisamment representee de la courbe d 'indice des cernes (collvrant un intervalle de 420 ans)
suggere des periodes particutieres defavorables pOllr la croissance annllelle des sapins. Les periodes defavorab les sont 20001980, 1940- 1920, 1890-1870, 1860- 1820, alors que les periodesfavorables sont 1980- 1940, 1920- 1890, 1870-1860. La recllerche d 'une corespondance entre les periodesfavorables et lajreqllence des cOllches argilellses semb le etre line methode promellellse
de datation des anciens degels et des cOllches de g lace. Les oscillations negatives des series chronologiqlles du coefficient d 'Easton
ont ete comparees aux periodes d 'accllmlllation de glace. Ces methodes independantes de datation - coefficient d 'Easton et indice
des cernes - montrent une concordance signijicativejusqll'en 1730 pOllr les periodes d 'accllmlilation de glace et celles de degel.
Mots-des: groltes glacieres, isotopes de I 'oxygene, dendroclimatologie, etes humides, coefficient d 'Easton.
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1. Introduction

2. Site description

Among the first pioneers LIBBY & PANDOLFINI (1977) compared
the 14C of bristlecone pine and 80, 8 18 0 ratios of tree-rings of
Japanese cedar to isotope-trend of the Greenland icecap. Afterwards BAILLIE (1996) presented the linkages between acidity peaks of deep ice cores (Crete, Camp Century, Dye 3, GISP
2) and the narrowest rings of extra long tree-ring chronologies
of Western Europe and North America. In addition BAILLIE
(1996) wrote: "The information in tree-ring and ice-core
records is complementary. and it is important that they be
compared. "

Ghetarul de la Focul Viu is located in the Bihor Mountains
(46.27° N ; 22.68° E) approximately 50 kilometres far from Cluj
(Fig. 1). The elevation is 1150 m above sea level. As the second largest ice cave in Romania it contains 25,000 m)
(ORGHIDAN et at., 1984) of ice.

A significant number of ice caves in temperate climatic region
contain ice and wood remnants from same site and probably
same time span . The first step towards the investigation of
ancient environment from cave ice was achieved by POP &
CIOBANU (1949) based on the palynology of Ghetarul de la
Sdiri~oara 's ice strata. Later on numerous important observations were made concerning the connection between ice formation and external climate - cave climate in the case of
Ghetarul de la Scari~oara ($ERBAN et al., 1967; RACOVITA, 1972,
$ERBAN& RACOVITA, 1987; RACOVITA et at., 1987; RACOVITA &
$ERBAN, 1990; RACOVITA& ONAC2000).
The first stable isotope analysis on cave ice from the Apuseni
Mountains - and probably the first in the world - was prepared by $ERBAN et al. (1967). $ERBAN & RAcoVITA (1987) suggested involving dendrochronology in cave ice research. The
applicability of 8 18 0 data of cave ice in paleoclimatology was
justified by YONGE& MACDONALD (1999), and SCHLATTER et al.
(2003) note the possibility to date the ice layers by using the
rings of ice-bound logs.
We have found a correspondence between the impurity layers of the ice block, 8 18 0 data of a shallow ice core and the
standardized ring width curve of a conifer species at Ghetarul
de la Focul Viu.

The ceiling of the Main Chamber is opened and the snow, rain
and springtime meltwater enter the cave through the hole.
Based upon morphological grounds the ice depth is assumed
to be about 14 metres (BLEAHU et at., 1976). The Small Chamber is decorated by a huge ice column without floor ice.
Mixed deciduous/coniferous forest surrounds the cave. In
the stand three species prevail : Norway spruce (Picea abies).
European silver fir (Abies alba), European beech (Fagus
sylvatica). In addition the dead trees, which fall down by natural processes around the hole slump into the cave and the freezing microclimate conserves them from fungal decay (Fig. 2).

3. Methods
3.1. Environmental isotopes
(for detailed interpretation of isotope studies see FORIZSet al .,
this issue)
A 772 cm long ice core was extracted in November 200 I from
the ice floor of the Main Chamber. At the depth of6.67 meters
of the ice core a piece of wood appeared. In addition, a branch
outcropping from the ice block at its sidewall at 11.1 meters
depth was also sampled (Fig. 3). Both wood remnants underwent radiocarbon age determination . In February of2002 we
collected ice samples for tritium measurements.
3.1.1. Stable isotopes

Stable oxygen isotope measurements were carried out according to the idea of CO 2-H 20 equilibration described by EpSTEIN
& MAYEDA (1953) and ROETHER (1970). The stable isotope
measuremen!s were made on Finnigan MAT delta S mass spectrometer.
Stable isotope compositions are expressed in the conventional
delta notation :

.Cluj

Ghe~rul de la Focul Viu

(518

0

= ( 18 0 /

16

0 ) sample
(1 8 0 /

-

(18

0

/ 16

0

)

stand ard

xlOOO

16 0 ) standard

;Mol/t el/coro

Fig. I : The location ofGhetarul de la Foeul Viu. :, ''; , . ' Position geographiqlle de la grolle glaciere
de FoclIl ViII.

'"

The Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) was used
as a standard. The estimated analytical error is ±O.I %0. The
oxygen isotope compositions were analysed at the Institute
for Geochemical Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(Budapest). The data are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Fig. 2: The ma p ofGhe\aru l de la Focu l Vi u (surveyed by VIEHMANN & SERBAN; afier BLEAHU et 01., 1976).
Plan de Ghe!al"lll de 10 FOCll I Vill (topographiepar VII:HMANN & S/:"/I/lAN; d 'apres BU:/IHlJ et a/., 1976).
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Table I: The results of the I' C datings. Reisliitats des datations au uc.

Lab. no.

Sample description

Deb-9392

protruding branchji-olll
the ice ,lIa/l

Deb-9390

wood in the ice core

Depth from the
surface of the ice
block [ml

Radiocarbon
age [years BPI

Calendar age
cal AD (Ia)

11.10

1230 ± 40

720 -730
750 - 870

6.67

850 ± 50

1160 - 1260

calibrated by the Radiocarbon Calibration Program Rev. 4.4.2. software (STUIV ER &

3.1.2. Radiometric datings

Radiocarbon datings of aforementi oned wood samples were
done at the Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, by gas proportional counting technique. Calibration of 14C ages to calendar years was
performed using the Calib 4.4.2 program used in conjunction
with Calib. 4.0 (STUIVER& REIMER, 1993) (Table I).
The Tritium content of the water samples were determined by
T-lHe-ingrowth method at the Institute of Nuclear Research
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Debrecen . Tritium
data are reported in tritium units (TU = one tritium atom out of
10 18 hydrogen atoms) (Table 2). Figure 3 presents the obtained
absolute ages.

Table 2: Obtained Tritium dates. Reisultats des datations all tritium.

Depth of
samp le [ml

Tritium
[Ttl[

Ca lculat ed calendar age, o r
false data* *

0 .30-0 .3 5

8.40 ± 0.17

1984-1992 (m ost
probab le 1984 -1 989)

2 .95-3.05

4 .40 ± 0 . 10

con tam illation

3.95 -4 .05

5.26 ± 0.11

co ntamination

For calcul ation method and detailed explanations see:
aI. , 2003 ; FORIZSet al., this iss ue.

REIMER ,

.

1993) .

Amongst subfossi l logs we identified fir and spruce specimens based on anatomical properties (SCHWEINGRUBER, 1990).
Unfortunately four of the conifer remnants were not measurab le due to their bad condition. Finally thirteen firs, ten spruces
and eight beeches were considered appropriate for furth er
crossdating procedure.
In this study we concentrate on fir because this spec ies
seemed to give the longest tree-ring series. Hitherto seven
subfossil fir samples were successfully conjoined to surface
chronology, producing a 420 year- long series of tree-rings
(Fig. 4).

3.3. Instrumental meteorological dataset
A reliab le, contemporary meteorological dataset is essential
for calibration of the proxy data. The longest instrumental
meteorological time series in the region surrounding Ghetaru l
de la Focul Viu ice cave is available from Vladeasa Peak (1838 III
a.s.1., 46.77° N, 22.48° E). We have compi led monthly mean
temperature data from 1961 to 1999 and monthly precipitation
from 1974 to 2002. We would like to emphasize that these data
are raw, measured values without any homogenisation.

4. Discussion
K ERN

et

3.2. Tree-rings
In the first step of tree-ring study we co llected cores from
living trees by increment corer. Two or three cores per tree
were gathered from thirteen firs (Abies alba) eight spruces
(Picea abies ) and eight beeches (Fagus sylvatica). Afterwards
the cores were mounted onto holders. Moreover thirty-seven
disks were sawed from subfossi l stems, lying on the ice surface or stick ing out from the ice block. Fo ll owing preparation
(sanding, polishing) the width of each tree-ring was measured
by Lintab measuring table and by TSAP-DOS software (RINN,
1996) with an accuracy of 0.0 I mm.

4.1. Strata of the ice block as climate archives
From a lateral view, numerous impurity layers are visible in the
side of the ice block. In the shallow ice core we have also
identified few significant muddy and calcareous layers but
much less than expected from the lateral view. We have positioned them onto 8 180 curve of the ice core according to their
measured depth (Fig. 6).
The impure layers have to be regarded as evidences of past
melting events. There are three probable ways of origin of
impure layers. On the one hand, the melting of upper boundary of ice block, driven by warm condition, when small amounts
of airborne dust sediment from individual ice layers accumulate and form a bulk muddy stripe (SERBAN et aI., 1967). On the
other hand, periods with extreme precipitation, which leach
soi l particles into cave, accumul ate thicker mud stratum on the
surface of ice block (SERBAN et al., 1967). These effects can
strengthen each other.
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Fig. 4: The silver fir chronology (A .D. 1583-2003). Chronologie du sapin (A .D. /583- 2003).

Finally, calcareous impurities can origin by two further processes. Current observations suggest that the material of calcareous layers originate mainly from host rock due to intensive frost driven rock disintegration, but carbonate precipitating from seepage water during freezing is also reported
(RAcoVITA& ONAC, 2000). The importance of precipitated carbonate in formation of calcareous layers is still in debate.

In addition, researches on cave seepage water suggested that
dripping water bears the average yearly isotopic composition
of surface precipitation during whole year (e.g., YONGE et al .,
\985) . In this case further observations are essential to determine the proportion of seepage water and inflow water in a
given year ice formation in order to better understanding of
the meaning of isotope signal.

4.2. 8 18 0 ratios as climate archives

4.3. Tree-rings as climate archives

As stated above this cave ice is not a continuous record of
past precipitation, because melting periods destroyed particular amount of the upper ice block and the mud layers indicate
the discordances.

The annual increment of tree is also sensible for fluctuation of
ambient environment (FRITTS, 1976). The basic concept is the
more severe conditions prevail in the vegetation period, the
narrower ring forms . But the climatic factors , which influence
the annual growth, change site by site and species by species. Hence whenever tree-ring series are involved in climate
study it is essential to reveal the main growth governing factors .

According to differences of short term and long term growth
rates (K ERN et al., 2003) ice could be represented in the ice
core only from the halfofpassed 800-900 years (FORIZS et al.,
this issue). Additionally, undated fragments build the sequence
and impossible to date the hiatuses by layer counting.
However, the origin of the ice is known. The field observations confirmed that the ice in the Ghetarul de la Focul Viu ice
cave usually forms during the spring (KERN et al., 2003), so
the isotopic feature of ice characterizes the springtime water
of the cave. The sources of water in the Ghetarul de la Focul
Viu ice at spring are infiltrating melt water and spring precipitation, which directly gets into the cave.

Raw ring-width values were standardized in order to eliminate
the variations of stand dynamics and age-trend (FRITTS, 1976;
COOK & KAIRIUKSTIS, \990). One-sided digital filter was used
by 30 years long bandwidth to transform raw ringwidths to
dimensionless indices because we aimed to decipher the decadal climate-driven variability from the ringwidth series . Afterwards arithmetic mean of indices was calculated to define
the mean index series.
We investigated the connection between tree-ring index and
climate parameters by the aid ofDENDROCLIM2002 software
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Fig. 5: Results of response function analys is. 95% significance level was checked by bootstrap method in all cases. The highly limited
length of meteorological series force to anal yse temperatu re-treering, precipitation-treering connection independently. a) Amongst the
month ly average temperature data is the current year's June (JunT) and the previous September (-SepT) that show significant correlati on. (23 -year backward evo lutionary interval analysis); b) 23 -year running mean analysis suggests Jun e and Ju ly precipitation(JunP,
.IulP) to be mnjor consequent ly important fnctors. March and April (MarP, AprP) se ldom have signi ficant effect. But th e graphi ca l
presentation of same number of year analysis shows results for just a few years. c) Decreas ing the length of the moving interval more
yea rs appear in the graph , but the significant years partially become modified. The result of 14-year moving interval analys is implies
that results of ' b' grap h are quasi-constant because by shorter intervals the same month s seem to be important. But particu lar year
become insignificant due to decreased size of window of moving window statist ic.
Res llitats de I 'analyse des /onctions de reponse. Un niveall de signification de 95% a ete remarqlle dans tous les cas par la
methode «bootstrap ». Par sll ite dll voillme limit e des donnees meteorologiqlles, les relations entre la temperat llre et les cernes
de croissance, d 'line part, et entre les prec ljJitat ions et les cernes, d 'all tre part, ont ete analysees separement. a) Parmi les
1Il0yennes mens uelles de temp eratllre, celles de jilin (JlInT) de I 'annee cOllrant e et de septembre de I 'annee precedente (-SepT)
1II 0lltren t lin e correlation significa ti ve (avec IIne/enetre de 23 ans et en progressant en sens inverse). b) L 'ana lyse a"aide des
1II0ye nn es mobiles avec IIn e/e netre de 23 ans sllggere que les precipitations dejuin etju illet (JllnP, JII IP) ont I 'influence la pills
illlportante. Ce lles de lIl ars et d 'avril (Mar?, AprP) n 'on t que rarement un eJJet signi/icatlj.' Neanmoins, la representation
graphiqll e des analyses pOll r Ie lII eme nombre d 'annees ne montre des correlations sign ij7catives que pour quelques annees. c)
En dilllin ll ant la grandellr de la /ene tre, lin nombre pills grand d 'annees apparaissent Sill' Ie graphique, mais les annees
sigl1ljicatives son t p{l/fois dijJeren tes. Le resultat de I 'analyse e//ectu ee avec une /enetre de 14 ans montre qlle les resll itats
fig llres dans Ie diagrallllll e "b" sont qllasi constants, parce que les mois importants semblent etre les memes. Mais certain es
annee.l· deviennent insig ni/iantes (I ca use de la diminution de la/enetre.
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(BIONDI & WAIKUL, 2004) because the response function with
moving and evolutionary intervals not only computes the correlations but also perceives the change of climate response
(BIONDI, 1997). DENDROCLIM2002 checks the statistical significance of correlations on 95% level by bootstrap method.
After standardization significant autocorrelation remained in
index series, which has to be considered in assessment of the
response function result.

year June and previous year September that influence the annual increment of fir in a given year.
Correlation coefficients are positive between radial growth in
a given year and same year June mean temperature. Meanwhile mean temperature of the September of the year before
ring formation gives significant negative correlation. This ecological behaviour perfectly corresponds to the findings of SCHICHLER et af. (1997), DESPLANQUE et al. (1999) and POPA (2003). Thus
the high value of previous September response can be partially
attributed to high one-year-Iag autocorrelation.

First graph in Figure 5 demonstrates that as far as temperature
is concerned, the most important months are the growth's

18

Fig. 6: The correlation between the ice
layers and the tree-ring index of silver fir
(Abies alba MilL). Vertical lines indicate
the position of muddy layers; dashed lines
sign the calcareous layers. The wider grey
stripe covers the 0.3-0.35 cm depth
interval for which its tritium content
indicated an infiltration date somewhere in
the period of 1983-1989. The origin of
wide rings and muddy layers assume
similar environmental conditions (see
details in the text). I-Ience we can match
them to each other. The fact that longer
wide ring periods connect to shorter ice
intervals fairly harmonizes with the
statement about melting effect. In add ition
the tritium age also perfectly corresponds
to dendro age contirming the reliability of
matching.
Co rrelation entre les couches de glace et
I 'in dice de croissance du sapin. Les
lignes vertic ales montre les couches
terre uses, les lignes pointillees, celles
calcaires. La bande grise couvre
I 'intervalle de profondeur de 30-35 Clll,
dontle contenu en tritium indique une
infiltration durantla periode 19831989. La presence de cernes larges et de
couches terreuses de mellle epaisses
indique des conditions environnementales comparab les (details dans Ie texte),
et c 'est pour ce la que ces elements
I't ru cturaux peuvent etre mis en cOrl'elation. Lefait que de longues periodes de
temps avec des cernes larges peuven t
etre associees a des periodes avec des
couches de glace minces est bien en
accord avec I 'effet de degel. De plus,
I 'age obtenu par datation autritiul1l
correspond a I 'age des cernes, ce qui
conjirme une telle correspondance.

0 0 (%0) values of the uppermost 150 em of Ghetarul Focul Vlu Ice
core
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Comparison with the monthly precipitation yielded slightly
more scattered results. Almost all months of the first half of
the vegetation period positively correlate with the fir growth
(Fig. 5). June and July seem to be more important consequently.
Additionally, March and Apri l also become determinant in particular years. Observations on the character of the fir growth
also derived similarresults (PaPA, 2003; WILSON & ELLING, 2004).
Thus wide ring forming periods refer to years with high precipitation growing season and warm June, while narrow rings
indicate dry growing seasons and coo l June.

5. Results
Applying the statements of the previous section we have
matched the high index values to impurity layers and low index values to pure ice parts. The result of correspondence for
the upper 150 centimetres of ice core is shown in Fig. 6.
The ice from the 0.3--0.35 m-depth interval is matched to index
the period between 1980 and 2000, which fai rly corresponds

to the calculated tritium age. Ass uming that this coupling is
reliable, it offers opportunity to estimate the border date of
hiatuses and of remained ice bands and the corresponding
oxygen isotope composition of cave ice.
We have applied long term growth rate (0.84 cm/yr; F6rizs el
01. this issue) to develop a simp le linear age-depth model.
age""/clllat<d

= 200 l-h / 0.84

where 200 I is the date of ice coring and h the depth from the
surface in centimetres. In Fig. 7 the upper x-axis presents ca lcu lated ages from long term ice accumu lation rate, while the
lower x-axis displays tree-ring count. The calculated and counted dates do not coincide so the simp le age-depth model needs
further refinement.
Figure 7 presents the total length of the tree-ring index curve.
On the younger part of it narrow-ring and wide-ring years
gather in quite clearly identifiab le periods. At the older part of
the curve this feature disappears owing to the lower representation of trees. The extreme high values at the end must be due
to the juvenile rings of the o ldest specimen.
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Fig. 7: . The 0"0 plot of ice core tuned to age scale using calcu lated long term growth rate. This figure presents the who le length of
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Valeurs du otHO dans un echanlillon de glace, inscrites sur une echelle lemporelle etablie a I 'aide du taux de croissance au long
lerme. Ce lie figure represente la totalit e des valeurs de I 'indice du sapin determinees jusqu 'a present. Les periodes a cernes
epaisses pel/vent etre separees de celles a cernes minces jusqu 'aux annees 1820. Auparavant, I 'aspect "en dents de sc ie" de la
co ll/'be est dil all nombre p lus/aible d'arbres . Le maximum qui apparait a1'extreme gauche de Ia courbe doit etre considere
com me une consequence de I 'age de 1'arbre Ie plus vieux.
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In Figure 7 low index values are 2000-1980, 1940-1920, 18901870, 1860-1820. High index values are 1980-1940, 1920-1890,
1870-1860.
RAcoVITA (1972) published the probable correspondence between Easton coefficient time series and ice layers of nearby
Ghetarul de la Sdiri~oara. For reliable comparison we smoothed
the fir index curve with II-year moving window as RAcoVITA
(1972) did in the case of Easton coefficients, the graphical
comparison being presented in Fig. 8. When we compare the
Easton coefficient curve to the fir index curve, significant
graphical similarity can be identified between the trends ofthe
two curves from 1730 to 1970 (Fig. 8).
The Easton coefficients classify winter severity while the fir
index characterizes years according to spring-summer humidity. The similarity diminishes before 1730. It is probably due to
decreasing tree number in the averaged fir index series, and
fewer specimens give an unreliable signal. However the similar undulation of the well-represented part of the index curve
and the Easton coefficient curve suggests that conditions
favorable for ice accumulation emerge contemporaneously in
winters and spring-summertime as well as unfavourable conditions. It means the interference of winter and spring-sum-
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mer cl imate is able to magnify the effect of each other from the
viewpoint of ice deposition.

6. Conclusions
Response function analysis of the standardized fir (Abies alba
Mill.) index series suggests that silver firs growth at Ghetarul
de la Focul Viu is governed by June temperature and primary
June and July - secondary March, April- water supply.
Parallel analysis of impurity layers in ice and tree rings seems
to be a promising method to divide 8 18 0 series ofFocul Viu ice
core to dated sections. So, we can derive important information about the isotopic composition change of water in the
cave, connected to the variation of surface water.
If climate-growth relationship is strong enough, then the sufficiently represented part of the index curve suggests that
decades 2000-1980, 1940- 1920, 1890-1870, 1860-1820 had
cooler June and/o r less humid June-July, while 1980- 1940,
1920-1890, 1870- 1860 had warmer June and/or more humid
June-July than the average weather at the area of Focul Viu
Ice Cave.
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Fig. 8: The Easton coefficient time series smoothed by I I -year moving window (grey) and the same smoothed fir index (black) show similar
fluctuation from 1970 to - I 730, despite the fact that Easton coefficient classify winter severity while fir index is sensible for environmental
change of growing season.

Serie chronologique du coefficient d 'Eastonfiltree par une moyenne mobile de II ans (en gris) etl 'index du sapin egalementjiltre
(en noir), montrant des variations simi/aires de 1970 aenv. 1730, meme si Ie coefficient d'Easton est significatifpour 10 rig:/eur
des hivers, tandis que I 'index du sapin est sensible aux changements environnementaux dans 10 saison de croissance.
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Environmental isotope study on perennial ice in
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Abstract
The Focul Viulce Cave situated at the elevation of c. 11 00 m a.s. 1. in the karsti c area of the Bihor Montains, Romania, has a perenni al ice block
with a thi ckness of about 14 m. Radiocarbon datings of the wood remn ants captured by the ice gave a 0.84 cm/year long term rate for ice
growth (based on a 1200-year period), whil e tritium measurements on the ice samples resultcd in a 2 cm/ycar short term growth ratc. Thc
difference can be exp lai ned by the fact that the long term growth rate includes time-periods when the balance of ice accumulation/melting was
1
negative. A 7-meter long ice-core has been taken from the ice block. The average stab le oxygen isotope composition (8 "0) of the uppermost
136 cm of the ice block is -9. 5 %0 VSMOW, which is considerably more positive than the estimated annual mean 8 l' 0 value of the local
prec ipitat ion. The process, which causes thi s 1"0 enri chment, is most probably the partial melting of the ice.
Keywords: ice cave, oxygen isotope, tritium, radiocarbon age, Focul Viu lce Cave. Romania.

Etude isotopique sur fa gface perenne de fa grotte gfaciere de Focuf Viu,
Monts de Bihor, Roumanie
Resume
La grofle g laciere de Foclil Vill est sit/llie 0 environ 1100 III d' altitllde, dans la zone kars tiqlle des Mon ts de Bihor, ROllmanie, et
abrite lin blo c de g la ce perenne epais d 'all moins 14 m. Les da tations all radiocarbone des res tes de bois trollvees dans la glace
indiqllent lin tallx d 'accllllllllation «0 long terme» de 0,84 cml an (dedllit d 'line periode de 1200 allll ees pO llr I 'accllmli lation de la
glace), tandis que les determinations all tritillm donnen t lin tallx d 'acc umulation «0 cOllrt tenll ell de 2 cml an. La differenc e pellt etre
expliqlle e par le/ait qlle Ie taux «0 long lerme» inc/li t des peri odes dll rallt lesq ll elles Ie bilan accu mula ti on!fonte de g la ce a ete
negati/ Une carolle de 7 metres a ete prelevee dll bloc de g lace. La composition lIIoyenlle des isotopes stables d 'oxygell e (8 ''' 0)
dans les 136 premiers cm de la partie sllperie llre dll bloc de g lace est de -9, 5%0 VSMO JJ~ valellr bien p lu s certaine qlle la moye nne
annuelle es tim ee pO llr Ie 8 1"Odes precipitations loca les. Le processus qlli provoqlle cet enrichissemenl en 1"0 est tres vraisemblablemen t la/onte partielle de la glace.
MoIs-des: grotte glaciere, isotope d ' o.~ygene, tritillm, age radicarbonne, Glaciere de Foclil Vill, Roumallie.

Introduction
Numerous researches have revealed that stable oxygen and
hydrogen isotope composition of precipitation show an indirect linear corre lation with the mean air temperature above the
surface in most middle and high latitude geographic places

* correspondin g author. £-mail address : fori zs@geoc hem .hu
© 2004 , Editura Academiei Romane. All rights reserved .

(DANSGAARD, 1964; ROZANSK I el aI., 1992; 1993 ; ALLEY &
CUFFEY, 200 I) . So far, proj ects were organised on high latitude
(J OHNSEN et aI., 1992 ; DANSGAARD el aI. , 1993 ; GROOTES &
STUIVER , 1997 ; PETIT el al., 1999) and high altitude ice cores
(Y AO el al., 1997 ; SCHOTTERER et al., 1997; THOMPSON, 2000 ;
KANG el al. , 200 1; RAMIREZ el al., 2003), because these deposits preserve precipitation bearing high reso luti on environmental information across very long time-spans.
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These ice cores recorded a wide range of information concerning the variability of the changing environment, but they
- including the 8180 data - originate from sites located far
from populated areas, so the spatial extrapolation of the ice
core records is problematic. The signals and events recorded
by these remote-site ice cores, may be extrapolated for larger
areas at regional or hemispherical scales, but local high-frequency fluctuations are hard to discern. For mid-latitude regions a similar paleo-precipitation reservoir could be the perennial ice from caves.
Some karstic caverns in the temperate climatic zone preserve
huge amounts of ice. Significant attempts have been done in
order to determine the oxygen isotopic composition of cave
ice, but the correct paleoclimatic interpretation of it, hitherto,
is under debate. SERBAN et al. (1967) reported the results of
the first stable isotope measurements on cave ice in Romania,
but the elementary stage of measuring methods have hindered the accurate results. YONGE & MACDONALD (1999) performed precise stable isotopic analysis on numerous cave ice
forms , but accurately detailed, high resolution continuous
8 180 measurements of meters-long cave ice cores had not
been carried out prior to this study.
Beside the stable oxygen isotope study (done here) of the 1.5
meter long ice core, both hydrogen and oxygen isotopic composition of a few ice samples have been measured in order to
get the "isotopic water line" of the cave ice on the 8D-8 18 0
diagram. In addition, another isotopic feature (tritium) of ice
from Focul Viu Ice Cave was also analyzed in order to carry
out a direct radiometric age determination. Radiocarbon dating of two wood logs has been used for constraining the age
of the ice formation , and determining the mean accumulation
rate of the ice.

. . . . Cluj

ocul Viu Ice Cave

Fig. I : The· location of the Foeul Viu Ice Cave.

Silualion de!a grolte g!aeiere de Foeu! Viu.

Site description
Focul Viu Ice Cave is located in the Bihor Mts. (46.27 °N,
22.68 °E) approximately 50 kilometres far from Cluj (Fig. I) .
The elevation is 1150 m above sea level. As the second largest
ice cave of Romania it contains 25 ,000 m 3 (ORGHlDAN et at. ,
1984) of ice.
The cave includes two chambers (Fig. 2). The ceiling of the
Main Chamber is open and the snow, rain and springtime
snow-melt may enter the cave through the open ceiling. Based
upon morphological considerations the vertical thickness of
the ice block (perennial floor ice) is estimated to be of 14
meters (BLEAHU et at. , 1976). The Small Chamber is decorated
by a huge ice column, but there is no floor ice.
There is a mixed type forest surrounding the cave. Pieces of
naturally died trees (branches, trunks) have fallen into the
cave during the past millennia, and the perennial ice preserved
them providing an excellent chance for radiocarbon dating of
the wood-bearing ice layers (Fig. 3).

Sampling and methods applied
Sampling
In the Main Chamber a 727 cm-Iong and 3 cm diameter borehole was drilled into the ice block by a hand corer (Fig. 3) in
November 200 I, and the ice core was extracted. 300 samples
were taken from the ice core on the spot. The uppermost 136
cm of the ice core were cut into equal intervals. Because of the
coring process the ice core became loose, so this uppermost
136 cm has expanded to 205.6 cm-Iong. This loose ice core was
cut into 2 cm-Iong pieces, which corresponds to 1.32 cm in the
original ice core, assuming a constant deformation rate . The
rest of the ice core was sampled non-continuously, but the
exact depths of stored samples were precisely recorded. Ice
samples were placed into plastic containers, brought to the
laboratory and kept in refrigerator until the stable oxygen isotope measurements were performed at the Institute for
Geochemical Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest.
Samples were taken from three places of the ice block for tritium content measurement (A, Band C in Figure 3). Sample A
was taken from a depth of 30-35 cm with respect to the surface ofthe ice block. Samples Band C were taken from the side
wall of the ice block. About 7 cm thick of ice was removed from
the surface of the side wall before the ice was sampled. Sample
B is 3 meters down vertically from the uppermost surface,
while sample C was 4 meters down from the surface (Fig. 3).
The stable oxygen and hydrogen isotope composition ofthese
samples were measured as well.
Two wood remnants were sampled for radiocarbon age determination. One was extracted from the ice core from a depth of
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6.67 meters. The other was outcropping from the ice block by
the side-wall at a depth of 11.1 m (Fig. 3).

Methods
Stable oxygen isotope measurements were carried out according to the CO 2-HP equilibration described by EpSTEIN &
MAYEDA (1953) and ROETHER (1970). For hydrogen measurements 3 fll of water were reduced on Zinc in vacuum. The
evolved hydrogen gas was measured on a mass spectrometer.
The stable isotope measurements were done on a Finnigan
MAT Delta S mass spectrometer at the Institute for Geochemical Research ofthe Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest.
Stable isotope compositions are expressed in the conventional
delta notation:
o=(Rsample-R.l"f(lIIdMd )/R,,'''lilt/anI x 1000[%0] VSMO W '

where R"''''l'ie and R"""dan/ are 18 0 / 160 or 2H/1H ratios in the sample
and the standard, respectively. The uncertainties of the stable
isotope data are ±O. I %0 and ± 1.0%0 for oxygen and hydrogen,
respectively.
The tritium content of the water samples was determined by
the 3He-ingrowth method in the Institute of Nuclear Research,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, using a VG 5400
noble gas mass spectrometer. Tritium data are reported in tritium units (TU = one tritium atom out of 10 18 hydrogen atoms). The uncertainties are indicated in Table 2.
Radiocarbon dates of wood samples were determined at the
Institute ofNuc1ear Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Debrecen, using the gas proportional counting technique
(home developed and constructed instrument). The correction for fractionation was done by measuring the OIJC pDB value.
Calibration of 14C dates to calendar years was performed using the Calib 4.4.2 program used in conjunction with Calib. 4.0
(STUIVER & REIMER, 1993) on the dataset ofiNTCAL 98 (STUIVER et al., 1998). The uncertainties are indicated in Table I.

Nature of cave ice
The ice in the Focul Viu Ice Cave has been forming from seepage water and precipitation falling through the opening of the
Main Chamber (Fig. 2). The ratio between precipitation and
seepage water is unknown.

Sample number,
description
93/2

in the ice core
93/1 p rotl'lldingji'olll
th e ice lVa ll

In wintertime the temperature of air and rock walls in the cave
is below 0 °C, and there is a reduced water movement; almost
everything is frozen although dripping and inflow can occur
occasionally on mild days. During springtime as the air is warming-up the snow starts to thaw, and the temperature raises
above the freezing point. Rain falling above the ground surface accelerates the melting of the snow. During this time a
considerable amount of water gets to the cave where it freezes.
In summertime not only the air temperature, but also the temperature of the rock walls rises above the freezing point, so a
part of the ice melts and flows over the side-wall of the ice
block in the cave. There are years when the balance of ice
accumulation/melting is positive, and there are years when it
is negative. In the latter case, even a part of the ice formed in
the previous years may melt. It is believed that the muddy
layers appear as a result of these periods of negative balance
(SERBAN et al., 1967).
Despite the fact that hiatuses exist in the stratigraphic record ,
the sequence of the ice layers is in the normal chronological
order, since hiatuses do not reverse the stratigraphy.

Results and interpretation
Radiocarbon
The radiocarbon contents of two wood remnants were determined , and radiocarbon and calendar ages were calculated
(Table I). Ifwe suppose that the wood remnants and the woodbearing ice layers are synchronous, then we can calculate the
growth rate of ice accumulation . The results are 0.78±0.04
cm/year for the wood sample 93/2, and 0.90±0.03 cm/year for
the wood sample 93/2. The two growth rates do not differ
significantly; their mean is 0.84±0.12 cm/year.

Tritium
The tritium contents ofthe samples analyzed are presented in
Table 2. Since tritium has a relatively short half-life (12.32 years),
it can be used for short term growth rate calculations.
Keeping in mind that the radiocarbon measurement yielded an
average growth rate of 0.84 cm/year for the ice accumulation
(see above), we can estimate an age of360 years for sample B
calculated from its depth, and 480 years for sample C. Since
the half-life of tritium is 12.32 (LUCAS & UNTERWEGER, 2000)

IJill

Conventional
radiocarbon age
[year BPI

Calendar age
cal AD
(111)

6.67

850 ± 50

1160 - 1260

Il.l

1230 ± 40

720-730
750 - 870

Depth from the surface
of ice block

.

• calibrated lI sing the Radiocarbon Calibration Program 4.0 software (STUIVER & REIMER, 1993) on the
INTCAL 98 calibration set (STUIVER et al. , 1998).

Table I: Radiocarbon and calendar ages
of wood remnants from the Foclil Viu
Ice Cave collected in 200 I.
Ages I~C e/ cellx se/on/e ca/endrier des
res/es de bois pre/eVlies en 2 ()() / de /a
Grolle de Focll/ ViII, .
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Environmental isotope stlldy in the Foclll Viu Ice Cave
Table 2: Tritium content of the ice samples collected in February

2002 in the Focul Viu Ice Cave and their distance from the upper
surface of the ice block (see Fig. 3).

Contenu en tritium des echantillons de glace preleves en/evrier
2()()2 dans Ie Grotte de Focul Viu et leur distance par rapport it la
sUI/ace du bloc de glace (voir Fig. 3).

A

Depth
em]
0.30-0.35

Tritium
[TV]
8.40 ± 0 . 17

8

2.95-3.05

4.40 ± 0 . 10

C

3.95-4.05

5.26±0.11

Sample

years, practically no tritium is expected in the samples 8 and
C, which is not the case. 80th samples contained considerable amounts of tritium (Table 2). This can be explained in the
following way: the samples were taken from the side walls and
in summertime the ice-melt from the surface ofthe ice block
flows down the side walls . This water-flow transfers some
heat, which causes a partial melting of the ice block. The melting rate is not isotropic because of the multi-crystalline nature
of the ice. Melting is faster along the crystalline boundaries,
where tritium-bearing young water can infiltrate into the ice
block. In the beginning of the winter when the air temperature
falls below fi'eezing point, this tritium-bearing water is trapped
into the ice block, and the result is a zone on the side wall of

the ice block with an indefinite age. This process seem to
affect more than 7 cm depth, because the outer 7 cm-thick ice
were removed before sampling.
Another interpretation could be that ice layers are dipping
(plunging down) near the edge and young strata occurring
dozens of centimeters at site A emerge at 3-4 metres depth at
the sidewall (8 & C). Since the horizontal distance between A
and 8 & C sites was approximately 4 metres it means that the
dip of the strata should be around 45 °. However, our observations do not support this interpretation. We did not notice
declining layers whithin 10 cm-deep hollows on the ice wall.
The location of sample A is far away from the side wall, therefore it was expected to be not affected by the above described
process, and it seemed to be appropriate for tritium age determination . It is supposed that the ice in the Focul Viu Ice Cave
formed from precipitation fallen in the period December-May.
8udapest is the nearest station having long-term records of
measured tritium content of precipitation. The monthly data
for the December-May periods have been subtracted from
the data base (M . SOVEGES, pers. comm.) and, using the radioactive decay equation, the tritium content of precipitation for
the year 2002 was calculated from the original (measured) tritium content. The calculated values smoothed by the biannual running average are shown in Figure 4. The tritium content of sample A was 8.4 TU in 2002. In Figure 4 the two arrows
indicate the period from which the water samples A could originate, from 1984 and 1992, but more probably between 1984
and 1989.

Tritium in precipitation in Budapest,
biannual running mean (2002)
200
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a
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!
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Fig, 4: The tritium content of
precipitation fallen in the interval
December-May in 8udapest
calculated for 2002 using the
radioactive decay equation , Data
have been smoothed using a
biannual running mean, Original
data are from M, Siiveges
(VITUKI , Budapest, oersonal
communication ),

Contenll en tritium des precipitations atmospheriques dans
I 'intervalle decembre-mai it
Budapest, calcule enutilisant
I 'equation de desintegration
radioactive. Les donnees ont ete
liltrees enutilisant une moyenne
mobile de 24 mois. Donnees
originales d 'apres M Siiveges
(VITUKI, Budapest, comm, pers.)
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These dates are quite plausible because (after a long negative
mass-balance era) the floor-ice level of the nearby Scari~oara
Ice Cave was reported to accrete in the '80s (RACOVITA &
SERBAN , 1990) and the maximum increment was observed in
1987 and 1988 (RACOVITA & ONAC, 2000, Table 7., p. 93). Assumption that the floor-ice dynamics are similar in the two
caves also suggests the ice deposition at Focul Viu in the
' 80s. Therefore, the derived deposition age (1984-1989) for
the 0.3-0.35 m deep ice strata confirm that the latest deposition phase coincides in the two caves.
From these dates the short-term growth rate of ice accumulation in the Focul Viu Ice Cave can be calculated as folows : min.
1.8 cm/year, max. 2.2 cm/year, average 2.0 cm/year. The growth
rate of ice accumulation calculated in this way is 2.3 times
higher than that calculated on the basis of radiocarbon ages.
The difference comes from the fact that the long-term growth
rate includes those periods when there was no ice accumulation or even there was decrease in the ice level, whi le the
above calculated short-term growth rate is based on a period
when there was ice accumulation every year.

Stable oxygen and hydrogen
Stable oxygen isotope composition of the upper 136 cm of the
ice core is shown in Figure 5. The average 8 18 0 value is
- 9.5%0. The Focul Viu Ice Cave is situated at 1100 m a.s.l., and
there are no data for the stable isotope composition of the
precipitation nearby the cave, so we have to estimate it. The
annual average 8 18 0 value can be estimated in two ways.

I. The altitude effect is about -0.25%0/1 OOm elevation. The
multi-annual 8 18 0 value of the precipitation on the Great
Hungarian Plain (GHP, Abadszal6k, 200 km NW of study
site) is-9.1%0 (OEAK, 1995). Since the GHP is about 100 III
a.s.l., then the estimated 8 18 0 value of precipitation at the
Focul Viu Ice Cave is-9.1 %0 + (--0.25%0/100 m x 1000 m) =
-11.6%0.
2. The temperature effect depends highly on the geographical place. The relation established for the Great Hungarian
Plain (AbadszaI6k, 200 km NW of study site; 8 18 0 = 0.37 x
18
T(0C) -12.8%0; OEAK, 1995) gives a 8 0 = - 11.1 %0
(T=4.6 °C; GAL, 2004).
There is some difference between these two estimations, but
both are considerably more negative than the measured average of the ice core. In average, the ice core is enriched in 180
by more than I %0. If we take into account that the cave ice
supposedly formed from December-May precipitation, and in
this period the average 8 18 0 is lower than the annual mean,
this enrichment is even more significant. A question arises:
what kind of processes caused this enrichment? The most
obvious answer would be: "fractionation caused by evaporation or sublimation". If evaporation takes place at a relative
humidity less than 100%, the slope ofthe "water line" is lower
than 8, the slope of the global meteoric water line (DANSGAAR D
1964). The water line of the cave ice has been determined
using the measured 80 and 8 180 values of four samples (2-2
sub-samples of samples B & C in Figure 3). The water line is
shown in Figure 6, and its equation is 80 = 7.5x8 18 0 + 11 .5%0.

Fig. 5: Stable oxygen isotope composition
(81"0) vs. depth of the upper 136 em of the
ice core taken from the ice block in November2001 .
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Fig. 6: Stable hydrogen vs.
oxygen isotope composition of ice samples taken
from the ice block
(samples B, C in Figure 3)
in the Focul Viu Ice Cave
in 2002. The global
meteoric water line
(GMWL) is indicated for
reference.
Composition en isotopes
stables d 'hydrogene par
rapport aI 'oxygene des
echanlillons prelevees du
bloc de glace (echanlillons
Bel C dans la Figure 3) en
2002. La ligne globale de
I 'eau meleorique esl
indiqllee en Ian I qll 'elemenl de reference.
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The slope of7 .5 is just slightly lower than 8, e.g., at h = 95%
relative humidity the slope would be about 6.8 (CLARK & FRITZ
1997, p. 43). Because the water line ofthe ice is based on only
four samples, its uncertainty is rather high . However, it can be
stated that the supposed evaporation (sublimation) took place
at a relatively high humidity (> 90%). This high humidity can
be considered as normal in caves, so evaporation (sublimation) is a likely process to cause the observed 18 0 enrichment.
Other possible explanation for the observation that the cave
ice is enriched in 18 0 compared to the estimated mean
180-content of local precipitation is that the December-May
precipitation is not (or not the only one) responsible for the
ice formation, but a later period of the year, e.g., springtime.
The 8 18 0 of seepage water in general is equal to the annual
mean of precipitation (YONGE et aI. , 1985), but there are few
exceptions. If the winter precipitation fallen as snow can not
infiltrate under the surface, because the ground is frozen during the snow melting time, it may be that during the springtime
(or maybe summer and autumn) precipitation infiltrates and
contributes to the ice formation as a seepage water component. Since until now the seepage water in the Focul Viu Ice
Cave has not been studied for its isotopic composition, this
hypothesis needs to be checked in the future .
The measured 8 18 0 value of the ice core shows a great variation ranging from-7. 1%0 to-12.3%0 (see Figure 5). This variation can be explained in two ways: (a) the variation of the

-9 .0

-8.0

-7.0

-6.0

climate (mainly temperature) or/and (b) the variation the time
period when the fallen precipitation contributed to the formation of cave ice in the Focul Viu Ice Cave.
There is an indirect correlation between the monthly surface
air temperature and the monthly 8 180 value of precipitation.
This correlation varies from place to place, and the relation
calculated from winter data differs from that calculated from
summer data (FRICKE & O'NEIL, 1999). Since there are no isotope data for the local precipitation, we have to use data from
other places of the Carpathian Basin. DEAK (1995) determined
the 8 18 0/temperature relation atAbadszal6k (Great Hungarian
Plain) as 8 18 0 = 0.37xT(OC)-12.8%0. Ifwe suppose that the
8 18 0 variation in Figure 5 is caused by temperature change
only, we can calculate the temperature change using the variation in 8 18 0. ~8180 is 7. 1%0 - (-12.3%0) = 5.2%0 (see Figure 5),
and the calculated ~ T = ~81 80/0.37 = 14°C. This 14°C change
would be the difference between the lowest and the highest
mean temperatures of periods of December-May of years represented by the uppermost 136 cm ice, which is unlikely.
~T = 14°C is too high. Most probably the original 8 18 0-T .
correlation is not valid anymore, because most part of the ica;;
core has been enriched in 180 (see above) , or the ~ T . , which
can be calculated from the 8 18 0 values, is not the diff~';ence of
minimum and maximum December-May mean temperatures,
but the difference of minimum and maximum of other timeperiods, during which precipitation plays a role in ice formation.
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The other explanation of the high variation of TllE 8 18 0 values
the variation in seasonality, i. e., the length of the period whose
precipitation contributes to the formation of cave ice - in other
words, in one case the period of October-May plays a role, in
the other case the period of December-April plays a role - has
a high likelihood. The isotopic enrichment causes uncertainties
again, because the original 8 18 0 values have been modified by
an unknown degree. In Figure 5 there are layers with rather negative 8 180 values (between - II and -12%0). Most probably these
layers have kept there original isotopic composition, while layers with 8 18 0 around - 9%0 are enriched in 180.

Conclusions
Further research is needed to explain the process which causes
th e isotopic enrichment during or before ice formation , and to
id entify those periods represented by the negative peaks in
Fi gure 5. Most likely the conditions during the year following
the ice formation play an important role . A candidate process
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Ice speleothems in Scari~oara Cave:
dynamics and controllers
Aurel

Per~oiu*

"Emil Racovili'i " Institute of Sp eleology, Cluj Branch, Clinicilor 5, 400006 Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Abstract
The presence of perenni al ice in static caves is generall y a consequence ofthe accumul ation of cold air and th e freezing of seepage water. When
dealing with the dynami cs of th e ice in th ese caves, a distinction must be made between th e ice bl ock, a typical glac ial presence, and th e ice
stalagmites, deve loped in peri glacial conditi ons. While the dynamics of the stalagmites is rath er a simpl e one, gove rn ed by meteoro lo gical
controllers, th e dyn amics of the ice block is more compl ex, in vol ving geothermal heat flu x and an important positi ve feedback process.
Keywords:

Sca ri ~ o a ra

Ice Cave, ice dynami cs, factors, processes .

Les speleothemes de glace de la grotte «Ghetarul de la Scari$oara»:
dynamique et facteurs de controle
Resume
Sont analyses les effets qlle la temperature de I 'air, I 'humidile relalive ellafreqllenee d 'ego lillemeni de I 'eau de pereolalion ani sur
la dynamiqlle du bloc et des stalagmiles perm anentes de g lace de la grolle de Seiiri:j oara. On prend de meme en eonsideralionle jlllx
geoth ermique et I'eff et frigorifiqlle du bloc de g lace, fa eteurs independanls des eondilions meleorologiques exlern es, mais don i
I'aelion eom binee injluenee elle aussi la dy namiqlle de ees sp eleolhemes.
Mots-eMs: Grolle de Seiiri:joara, dynamique de la glaee,faelellrs, processus.

Introduction
This paper evaluates the influence of the local climate over the
dynamics of ice in Scari~oara Ice Cave, Romania, and considers the combination of all the factors involved. We analyzed
these influences separately for the four seasons, ending with
an overview of the controllers and the processes.
Scari~oara Ice Cave hosts the second largest underground
glacier in Europe, with an estimated volume of75 ,000 m 3 • The
entrance of the cave is located on the edge of the Scari~oara
Plateau (Arie~ catchment area, Apuseni Mts.), at 1165 m asl
(465 m above Garda Seaca Valley, the main tributary of Arie~).
The cave consists of four main sections: Great Hall, Church,
Little and Great Reserve (Fig. I). The ice block is located in the
Great Hall, from where it reaches into the three lateral rooms :
Church, Little and Great Reserve. In all three rooms around the
ice block, ice stalagmites have developed.
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From a climatic point of view, the cave has a complex structure, with four meroclimatic zones (RAcovITA, 1984): a transition meroclimate in the entrance shaft, a glacial zone in the
vicinity of the ice block, a periglacial one at certain distances
from the block, and a warm meroclimate in the non-glaciated
parts ofthe cave (Fig. I). The repartition of these meroclimates
is reflected by the thermal pattern of the cave: while in the
Great Hall the mean annual temperature is around -0.9 °C, it
increases to -0.2 °C in the Great Reserve and 4.3 °C in the
Coman Passage.
Air circulation is one of the most important factors for ice
dynamics in the cave . We can distinguish between two seasonal types of circulation: summer and 'winter, respectively
(Fig. 2).

Winter circulation
Airflow, triggered by the high density of external cold air, is
directed from the surface downward into the cave. The cold
airflow first reaches the Big Hall, from which it descends into
both the Little and the Great Reserve. The cold air replaces
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Fig. 1: Map ofScari~oara Ice Cave (after Rusu el al., 1970). Carle de la Grolle de Sciiri:joara (d'apres Rusu et aI., 1970).
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Fig. 2: Air circulation in Scari~oard Ice Cave: A: winter circulation, B: summer circulation (after RACOVITA & ONAC, 2000).
Circulalion de I 'air dans Ie grolle Grolle de Sciiri:joara: A: hivel; B: ele (d'apres RACOVITA & ONlle, 2(00).
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the warm air from the cave; the warm air rises and is pushed
out along the cei ling of the cave. This type of thermo circulation
(lasting for approximately five months between November and
April (RAcovITA & ONAC, 2000), transports large quantities of
cold and dry air in the cave, leading to a diminution of humidity (less than 80%).

Summer circulation
Since the cold air in the cave is denser than the external air in
the summer, there is no air mass exchange between the cave
and the outside (equilibrium occurs between the outside air
and inside air of the cave). The temperature difference and
thus the air density between the different parts of the cave led
to the establishment of two convective cells between the Big
Hall and the reserves . Cold air maintained by the overcooled
walls and the ice block, flows down into the reserves replacing the warm air. This warmer air rises and follows the ceiling
of the cave, but as it reaches the Big Hall's walls it cools down,
thus maintaining the convection . This type of circulation occurs from May until October.

tors (air temperature, dripping rate and percolation water's
temperature), for the ice block dynamics one must also consider the internal controllers: heat flux , overcooling of walls
and positive feedback processes.
We have taken into account the four seasons for the climatic
characterization of the cave, but due to the peculiarities of
cave climate, there is no perfect overlapping between the internal and external ones.

Summer
The interval between April and October was considered as
the time period for summer, when no air mass exchanges occur
between the cave and the outside environment. The temperatures are positive both inside and outside the cave, while relative humidity inside the cave is over 90% and a high rate of
dripping occurs (RACOVITA, 1994).

Ice dynamics

This high rate of dripping, which brings into the cave large
quantities of warm water (5 to 6 "C) determines the melting of
ice, both for the speleothemes and ice block. A temporary lake
(10 to 15 cm in depth) develops in the Big Hall from the dripping and also the melting water. The water in the lake is furthermore an important factor in the melting process, as it is
heated by direct sunlight.

A distinction has to be made between the ice speleothems and
the ice block dynamics. While the formation of the ice
speleothems is controlled mainly by externally triggered fac-

Conductive transfer of heat through the entrance shaft and
walls (geothermal heat flux) leads to an increase of temperature, which in turn induces rapid melting of the ice (Table I).

[nApril and October, rapid changes between summer and winter
types of circulation occur, as temperature varies around 0 0c.

Table I: Climati c controll ers, summer (after ER ASO. 1991 , modified ). Faclellrs de COnlrOle. ele (d'apres

Cave
airT

External
ail"T

Rainfall

Moisture

Processes

85-99%

Rainfall , abundant infi ltrations
Melting due to dripping.

Yes
>

ooe

>

< 85 %

ooe

ER4SU,

85-99%

199 1, modifies) .

Does not exist in nature.
Melting due to positive tempel"atul"es.

No
< 85%

Does no exist in nature.

Table 2: Climatic controllers, autumn (after E RAS O, 1991 , modi tied). Faclellrs de conlrole, olilomne (d 'opres

Cave
air T

>

ooe

External
air T
> ooe
(day)
< ooe
(night)

Rainfall

Moisture

EIIASU

1991, modifies).

Processes

85-99%

Melting due to d l"ipping

< 85%

Does not exist in nature

85-99%

Rapid infiltration of cold air melting and dripping water

Yes

No

< 85 %

freezing of both
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A.
Table 3: Climatic controllers, winter (after ERASO, 1991 , modified). Fac/eurs de con/role, hiver (d 'apres

85-99%

Cold, humid air inside the cave -

EIIASO,

Per~oiu

1991, modifies).

sublimation

Yes
<85%
No

85-99%
<85%

Cold, dry air inside the cave -

ablation

Cold, humid air inside the cave Cold, dry air inside the cave -

sublimation

ablation

Table 4: Climatic controllers, spring (after ERASO, 1991 , modified). Fac/eurs de con/role, prin/emps (d'apres

Cave
airT

.

85-99%
<O°C

<O°C
(night)
> O°C
(day)

Yes
<85%
No

85-99%
<85%

Autumn
October through November was considered as the time period for autumn. This season is characterized by rapid shifts
between positive and negative temperatures in the external
environment and the beginning of the cooling process of the
cave. During thi~ period the general cooling at the exterior
leads to a rapid inflow of cold air (mainly during the night)
with an immediate response in terms of ice dynamics.
Thus, the main process is that of rapid freezing of the cave
water mainly that produced from the melting of the ice. As the
lake in the Big Hall freezes, the thickening of the ice block (up
to 20 cm) occurs rapidly, the ice built up in this way showing a
typical structure for a downwards freezing pond, with large
hexagonal crystals. Meanwhile, the incoming warm dripping
water continues to contribute to the melting of ice stalagmites
at a high rate.
The intervals of dynamic exchange between the cave and the
outside environment alternate with "calm" periods, during
which the summer characteristics prevail (Table 2).

Winter
The season begins in late November and lasts until mid March.
Temperatures drop bellow 0 °C, while overcooling and freezing of the walls (generated by the cold air entering the cave)
stops the dripping of water. Inflow of cold and dry air (humidity less than 85%) leads to intensive ablation of ice, resulting
in large quantities of ice (water) being removed from the sur-

"'.\
'~'.'

"

~

Rainfall -

EIIASO,

1991, modifies) .

.. Processes
dripping -

rapid growth of stalagmites

by freezing
Does not exist in nature.
Melting of snow, dripping stalagmites ~ freezing
Does not exist in nature.

rapid growth of

face of the ice block, resulting in the lowering of the surface of
the ice block. Large hoarfrost deposits emerge on the
overcooled walls of the Big Hall, generated by the warm air
exiting in the lower parts ofthe cave.
Recently, access to small tunnels developed under the ice
block, at the contact with the bedrock was opened. The walls
ofthese tunnels are well scalloped by a series of circular cells,
generated by both convectional cold air movements and melting due to geothermal heat.
The growing process of the ice block is slowed down after the
fast growing autumn period, taking place (as for the stalagmites, too) only in periods of mild weather, when the infiltrating water is rapidly freezing (Table 3).

Spring
The main feature of the season (March to April) is the preservation of negative temperatures in the cave. Outside the cave,
rising air temperatures and increased amounts of rain cause
the melting of snow and the infiltration of larger amounts of
water into the cave. The dripping water arrives in a still cooled
cave environment, resulting in the fast growth rates of ice
stalagmites. During this period, the ice stalagmites reach their
maximum height (RAcOVITA & CRACIUN, 1970). In this case, the
dripping water is an active factor in the growth of the ice
stalagmites. When temperatures in the cave rise above 0 °C
the heat induced by dripping water is higher than the cooling
effect of ice; it is then that the melting of speleothemes begins
(Table 4).
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The main factor in the dynamics of ice stalagmites in Scari~oara
Cave is the dripping water which, depending on temperature,
can act as a favorable element for both the growing and melting of ice. Between January and April these speleothemes had
a growing phase, more important in March and April , while
between Apri I and December they go through a melting phase.
The ice block has a more complex dynamics, being influenced
by both external and internal factors. Dripping waters and
heat transfer through conduction in summer determines the
melting of ice at the surface of the ice block and development
of a shallow lake. In addition, the warm water ofthis lake contributes to the general melting of the ice block, both on the top
and on the sides.
Cold air, with water vapor content frequently below 90%, enters the cave in the winter months leading to rapid ablation of
the surface of the ice block. The geothermal heat flux melts the
base of the ice block, leading to the development of sub-glacial tunnels. Later on, these tunnels are enlarged through sublimation processes by the same cold and dry air circulating
under the ice block. This cold air is also responsible for the
onset of ice development in late autumn (October-November).
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In Memoriam
Marian Pulina

1936·2005
n October 22nd, 2005 the Polish and international speleology and karstology community lost one of their very peculiar members - Professor Marian Pulina. Following a
brief bout of cancer, he died in Katowice. For
the last fifty years he was an active cave and
karst researcher, geographer, explorer of polar regions and a highly-respected academic.

O

Marian Pulina was born in Bydgoszcz (North
Poland), on August 3rd 1936, in a teachers'
family. Beginning with 1954 he studied geography at the University ofWroclaw, where in
1955 he became a caver and founder of the
first caving club in Wroclaw. Marian Pulina
carried out his early speleological investigations in the Sudetes and Tatra Mountains. His first paper appeared in 1957 and was a description of a profusely decorated
cave discovered and destroyed by quarrying in Wojciesz6w
(Sudetes). After his graduation, Marian moved from Wroclaw
to Wojciesz6w, where he worked in a quarry and in the Field
Station of the Institute of Geography of the Polish Academy
of Sciences. He completed his doctoral dissertation entitled
Karst phenomena in the Sudetes under the supervision of
Professor Alfred Jahn, in 1964 at the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. In 1965 he started his university career at
the Wroclaw University. Based on his dissertation Chemical
denudation on the carbonate karst areas he received in 1972
the highest scientific degree - the habilitation. In 1975, Marian
started to organize a new scientific and teaching centre in the
University of Silesia in Sosnowiec, specifically dedicated to
karst studies.
In 1963 Marian Pulina met Professor Jean Corbel at the University of Lyon. It was a very significant event in his scientific
career. The contact with the French karstology and culture, as
well as with the modern methods ofkarst study influenced his
entire life. With 1. Corbel he visited in the following years the
most important karst regions of France. Between 1967 and
1969 Marian was actively involved in various hydrochemical
field-studies conducted by J. Corbel in the Vercors. From that
impOliant period Marian became interested in the study of
chemical denudation in karst. Because of his particular style
of lecturing, the spectacular examples he used for presentation and his good language skills, he spent some weeks almost every year lecturing in different universities in France
(Lyon, Grenoble, Bordeaux, Strasbourg, etc.), as well as atthe
universities in Montreal, Pad ova and Madrid.

Among the most distinctive and significant features of Marian
Pulina's scientific career, his contacts with scientific communities in both Western and Eastern Europe were equally important. He was an "ambassador" to both of these political
regions. Every conference and meeting organized by his team
was a pl ace for exchange of ideas and personal contacts between peop le from both si des of the " Iron Curtain".
Marian Pulina's cave and karst studies evolved from climatic
geomorphology and cave microclimate, through chemical
denudation , periglacial processes in caves, to human activity
in karst and finally to glacier caves and cryokarst. His work
resulted in more than 150 papers and several books. He created the Polish school of karstology, graduated over ISO students (not only in Poland), and conferred more than a dozen
doctoral degrees. He was a co-creator of the first Polish speleological bulletin, Speleologia, in 1959 and later he was a
founder of Kras i speleologia in 1977.
Forty years ago, in 1966, Marian Pulina participated in the
discovery of the bigest cave in the Sudetes, opened in an
active marble quarry - the N iediwiedzia (Bear) Cave. He organized a multidisciplinary research team to carry out studies of
the cave. This resulted in preservation of the cave by cessation of quarrying, the publication of several collective books,
and the establishment of a show cave. Based on the work in
Niedzwiedzia Cave, in 1975 Marian Pulina established annual
winter meetings - the Speleological Schools (SS). Later these
schools developed into international events with participation of outstanding foreign researchers. Some impoliant UIS
meetings were also held during the Speleological Schools.
The 3rd Symposium ofthe Commission of Karst Physics, Chem-
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istry and Hydrogeology was held in 1979 (5 th SS) and the 2 nd
Symposium of Glacier Caves and Karst in Polar Regions was
held in 1991 (9 t" SS). During the 13 th SS in 1994 the title of
doctor honoris causa of the Silesian University was conferred
to the outstanding French karstologist professor Jean Nicod.
The specific appeal of the Schools lies in the informal character of the discussions, the interdisciplinary group of participants (including chemists and glaciologists).
Contacts of Marian Pulina with Jean Corbel, as well as his
studies of ice physics in Moscow had influenced his appreciation of a need for karst studies in the Arctic. In 1972 and
1973 he pal1icipated in the University ofWrocmw expeditions
to Spitsbergen. After that he worked to build connections
between speleology and glaciology. The idea of combining
speleology and glaciology was very innovative and was possibly Marian Pul ina's most outstanding scientific achievement.
Almost every year he participated in, or organized his own
expedition to Spitsbergen. Building on an initiative of Adolfo

In Melllorialll: Mariwl PI/tina (1936-2005)

Eraso, Marian Pulina and Jacques Schroeder, first the Working Group and then the Commission of Glacier Caves and
Cryokarst in Polar and High Mountain Regions were established at the lOt" International Congress of Speleology in
Budapest. The long-term cooperation of Marian Pulina and
Adolfo Eraso resulted in the publication of the fundamental
source book for glacier cave and cryokarst studies - Cuevas
en hielo y rios bajo los glaciares (two editions, published in
1994 and 200 I) . While he was in hospital his book, written in
cooperation with Jean-Noel Salomon, Les karsts des regions
climatiques extremes (Karstologia - Memoires 14, 2005),
was published in Bordeaux.
Marian Pulina was a very active mem ber of the UIS and also
an active full member of the Karst Commission (previous Study
Group) ofthe Internation al Geographical Union.
Marian Pulina devoted himself totally to science and society.
Andrzej Tyc
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The publication of the book «Les karsts des reg ions climatiques extremes»
(The karst of extreme climate region s) signed by professors Jean-Noe l
Salomon (Michel de Montaigne University in Bordeaux) and Marian Pulina
(The University ofSilesia in Sosno wiec) is an important event for the world
ofkarstology. After a life dedicated to the research of karst regions from all
over the world, the two prominent coauthors are grounding through new
examples , anal yses and synth eses , many o f the paradi g ms th at have
concerned the regional kars tology of th e last 50 years. Besides the direct
information on the karst from cold , tropical or arid regions, this book also
invites the reader to reflect on the definitions and limits of karst phenomena,
the complementarities of geodynamic processes in karst genesi s and th e
relationships between morpho-climatic evolution and karst functionin g.

Les karsts des regions
climatiques extremes
Jean-Noel Salomon & Marian Pulina
Karstologia Memoires, 14, 2005, Presses
Universitaires de Bordeaux, 2004.
220 p., format 21 x 29.7 cm .
ISBN: 2-86781-380-8.
price: EUR 35, online orders at http://
WNW.montaigne.u-bordeaux.frlWWWpubl

The first part of the book (pp. 11-100), signed by M. Pulina, deals with the
karst and karst-like processes from cold regions. In a first section dedic ated
to polar and sub-polar regions , the author analyzes karsts from Spitzbergen
(limestone karst from the elevated marine terraces in Hornsund region, the
thermal karst along Sorkappland coast, the gypsum karst), the karst features
from the east and north-east of Greenland (small caves, valleys cut in
limestones and dolomites), the glacio-karst of Scandinavia (tiered caves,
underground drainages) and the karst from the European part of Russia
(karst developed on metamorphic limestones, gypsum and salt with important
underground networks and surface features). The author also presents the
cryo-karstic morphology of the ablation zones, ice-caves, ice-carved potholes
and caves and karst-like features of the subglacial streams.
The karst from temperate-cold regions and permafrost is discussed based
on examples from Eastern Siberia (the Irkutsk platform, Baikal region,
Patomskoye Mountains, Lena Valley, Anabar fossil karst and gypsum karst
from northern Siberia), Central Siberia (Outchour region) and th e Ura ls
(Ural ian-type poljas of Perm region). The conclusions emphasize the roleof
paleokarst and thermal waters, the scarcity of microforms and the good
development of underground networks and depressionary areas.
The karst of tropical regions is presented by professor J.-N. Salomon in the
second part ofthe book (pp . 103-156). The approach is less descriptive, the
author dealing mostly with the conditions and effects of the karstification in
warm and humid regions. The main landscape types (cockpit karst ,
«Kegelkarst» and «Turmkarst») are analyzed and classified along with the
morpho-genetic models (giant karren, closed depressions, basal notches,
crust depositions, the littoral biokarst and the distribution of underground
networks) . Some typical features of this karst (enhanced CO 2 , important
drainages) are discussed considering the role of temperature (in the hy d~ ic
balance, chemistry and biochemical processes), rainfall, thick soil cover and
abundant vegetation. The author also discusses some lithological and
structural features and the role of the climatic evolution and eustasy for the
particular evolution of tropical karsts .
The last part of the book (J .-N. Salomon, pp. 161-191) deals with the karsts
from arid and semi-arid areas. The main features of these regions are the
scarcity of precipitation, the lack ofa soil cover, extreme evapotranspiration
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and the permanent rock weathering. Under these circumstances, the main
features of karst terrains are the erosional depressions, the crusts and
travertine deposits, the large karst resurgences and the littoral karst.
Important extensions have the karsts built on salt-rock and gypsum; the
main karst regions presented in the book are Limestone Randges, Nullarbor
Plain (Australia), South-West Mpdagascar, the Adar Plateau (Nigeria) and
the Yucatan. At the end of this last part a very interesting section deals with
the problem of karst heredity from the more humid periods and the
contribution of the present-day processes.
In my opinion, the publication of this book is important also because it
draws again the attention ofkarstologists to a well-known (H. Lehmann, 1.
Corbel) issue: the clear distinction between the temperate-climate 'classical'
(Dinaric) karst and the extreme-climates karsts .The book is exce llently
published by the French Karstology Association and the French Federation
of Speleology and fully illustrated with drawings, maps and color
photographs, most of which are novel. A comprehensive reference list, an
index and a list of tables and photographs complete this work.
Sadly I have to end this review expressing our deep regrets for the sudden
decease of Professor Marian Pulina, a good friend of Romanian karstologists
and one of the first researchers who ana lyzed the chemistry of karst water
from Dobrogea .

Cristian Goran
This impressive volume edited by world-renowned experts in biospeleology,
David C. Cu lver, and karst hydrogeology, William B. White, represents the
American counterpart to the 2004 Ency clopedia ofeaves and Karst Science
edited by John Gunn. Both compendiums are long awaited contributions to
the karst literature. The production time for this particular volume was long,
in part because Elsivier bought Academic Press, the original publisher.
Whereas the volume by Gunn consists of 35 I succinct, traditional encyclopedia entr ies, this 680 page volume contains a series of 107 articles that
resemble scho larly publications. Subjects include a wide range of topics in
ka rst science wr itten by experts of those topics. Some articles focus upon
types of caves while other artic les focus upon specific field sites that have
become synonymous with caving and karst research. Example articles include : " Breakdown" by E. White, "Coasta l Caves" by 1. Mylroie, "Diversity
in the Dinaric Karst" by B. Sket, "Early Humans in the Mammoth Cave Area"
by P. Watson , "Epikarst" by M . Bakalowicz, "Gyps um Caves" by A .
Klimchouk , " Mineral s" by B. Onac , " Speleothem Deposition" by W.
Dreybrodt, and " Sulfuric Acid Caves" by A. Palmer and C. Hill.
Articles are completed with hundreds of black and white and full-color illustrations, bibliographies , and cross-references. The volume contains a glossary of key terms, a subject index, contents listed alphabetically and by
subject area, and a full list of contributors . Additionally, the volume opens
with a guide for usage, a foreword by Philip LaMoreaux, and a preface by
Culver and White.
Like all publications of this type, the depth of coverage in the respective
fields varies. For example, the editors and the contributing authors place a
spec ific emphasis upon geological, hydrological, and biological concepts .
Only a few articles cover other important subjects such as cave archeology.
Some subjects, such as the history of cave research are not covered . An-

Encyclopedia of Caves
David C. Culver & William B. White,
Editors

Elsevier Academic Press, 2005.
680 p., format 21 .5 x 28 cm, hardcover
with illustrated dustcover.
ISBN: 0-12-406061-7.
price: US$ 99.95; available online at http:/
{books.elsevier. com/caves
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other particular drawback with the volume is the section of articles under the
subject area of "Exceptional Caves". Ofthe ·15 articles within this category,
nine are from North America with seven of these from the United States.
Perhaps the editors were being sensitive to not duplicating the articles appearing in the Gunn volume, which contains 75 entries on caves and karst
regions throughout the world.
I am glad to note that cave deposits and paleoclimates are included as two
sections with II articles . This reflects current trends and funding opportunities for scientists in karst research. However, the three articles on speleothems
do not accurately portray their usefulness to paleoclimates research . Two
descriptive articles on speleothem morphology by D. Davis and S. Frisia
follow a very quantitative article on the geochemistry of speleothem deposition by W. Dreybrodt These articles do not address methods of age dating,
stable isotopes, or other geochemical analyses as they pertain to speleothems
or climate change.
Likewise, I am pleasantly surprised that articles on microbes by Culver and
chemoautotrophy by A. Engel are included in the volume. Microbiological
studies in biology, like paleoclimates in geology, are strong areas of current
research funding. There are many key studies in microbial research missing
from this volume ; however, it is possible that much of this research postdates the solicitation of the papers for this particular publication.
Of interest in this volume are the articles on land-use, environmental impacts, and hazard assessment in karst terrains. W. Elliot describes basic cave
management practices, with an emphasis on bat-gate designs, in his article
on "Protecting Caves and Cave Life" . Articles by D. Vesper, C. Loop, and B.
Katz briefly cover contamination of waters in karst aquifers. B. Beck contributes a short paper on sinkholes, while C. Groves and 1. Meiman contribute a
paper on flooding . Additionally, the evolving and rapidly growing study of
geophysics in karst lands is lightly covered under the subject of exploration
by an article from White. I applaud the editors for including articles in these
subjects. However, it appears that the primary roles of these articles are to
introduce concepts and not to provide specific strategies for monitoring,
techniques of mitigation, or methods of remediation . Not including this infonnation may lessen this volume's usefulness to regulators and non-caving scientists.
Despite any issues with the choice and depth of articles, or the perceived
focus on North American karst, this volume is a regularly used recent addition to my library. I would highly recommend it to cavers, the non-caving
public, and scientists of all fields . I am pleased with its publication and
eagerly await future editions.

Lee J. Florea
Dept o/Geology, University o/Sollth Florida,
4202 E. Fowler Ave. SeA 528, Tampa, FL 33620
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